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THE DOCTRINE OF KAN IN THE SYNOPTIC GOSPEI^
INTRODUCTION
1. A StatefDient of the Problem.
The probl«i: of this dissertation is to discover what the
Synoptic Gospels tell us about man, and to determine the
particular emphases of the sources froai which the gospels were
written.
2. The Reasons for Writing on This Problem.
The reasons for writing a dissertation upon this problem
were first of all perscmal. After reading some of the works
of Martin Luther and all of John Calvin* s The Institutes of
the Christian Religion
,
the author of this dissertation was
very much impressed by the fact that their ideas of man were
for the most part based on Old Testament and Pauline sources.
This was found noticeably to be true in Calvin »s doctrine of
roan where Pauline references predominated and the occasional
Synoptic references were even fewer than Old Testament
references.^ This brought a flood of questions to mind. Why
did these men draw so frequently from Paul and so rarely from
Jesus in formulating their ideas of man? Was Paul true to
Jesus* teachings of man? And finally, had anyone ever formulated
1. Appendix I
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Jesus* doctrine of man as Calvin had Paul*s? This last
question led to a search for studies made of the doctrine of
man as it is to be found in the Synoptic Gospels. The results
of this search were meager. Therefore, to a personal interest
in the problem was added a desire to do some scholarly
research upon this subject.
3. The Previous Work Done in This Field.
The previous ¥/ork done in this field has been very
sketchy and has lacked any thorough concentration upon this
problem. One is surprised to find such a supposedly compre-
hensive work as Ernst Cassirer’s Essay on Man to contain only
one Biblical reference end that to the Old Testament. It is
hardJy less surprising to find Reinhold Niebuhr’s two volume
work on The Nature and Destiny of Man to contain so few Biblical
references and those almost all Pauline.
When one turns to the great classical works on the
theology of the New^ Testament by such men as Beyschlag,
Sheldon, Stevens, and Weiss he would expect to find something
concrete on the subject. However, that material which
specifically deals with or relates to this problem varies from
eight to thirty pages in these books. None of them begins to
treat the problem in a thorough manner. The same is found to
be true in the classical works on the teachings of Jesus, such
as that by H. H. Wendt. There are scattered pages and
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paragraphs in his two volume work which bear on the problem,
but the problem, as such, is not mentioned, nor ere all of
its phases covered in his scattered selections.
Harry Emerson Fosdiek in A Guide To Understanding The
Bible has a forty-eight page section on "The Idea of Man".
Eight of these pages refer to the ideas in the Synoptic Gospels.
But they only throw light upon the problem of this study end
are in no way a comprehensive study themselves.
E. F. Scott had published in 1946 a book called Man
and Society in the New Testament . A reading of this produced
from its various chapters and often from scattered paragraphs
numerous passages concerning the Synoptic idee of the nature
of man. And there were a few passages concerning the Synoptic
idea of man’s relation to other men. However, these are only
two of anx divisions into which the author has felt tliis
problem should be divided. This book then cannot be considered
an actual study of the problem. Furthermore, it deals with
the whole New Testament, making it even more difficult to sift
out passages relating to this subject.
As far as the author has been able to discover, the
nearest to an actual treatment of this problem is found in H.
Wheeler Robinson’s The Chri stian Doctrine of Man . This is a
book of three hundred sixty-five pages but only twenty-eight
of them deal with the Christian Doctrine of Msin as found in
"The Synoptic Teachings of Jesus". The material within these
,
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pages concerns itself with four of the six ideas into which
the doctrine of man has been divided. Two of these ideas,
the nature of man and men’s relation to other men, it treats
well although not thoroughly. The other two, the destiny of
man end man’s relation to God, it touches upon lightly.
Therefore, this should not he considered an edequate study of
the problem.
It should also be stated here that none of the above
references dealt with the sources of the Synoptic Gospels in
which these teachings were found.
In light of these findings, or rather lack of findings,
there seemed to be a need for someone to set forth in a
scholarly fashion the Doctrine of Man as it is found in the
Synoptic Gospels.
4. Definitions and Limitations.
In this study the Doctrine of Man means those ideas
and principles which Jesus held and set forth concerning man.
For the purpose of order and clarity these ideas have been
organized imder the following headings:
I. The Nature of Man.
II. The Relation of Man to God.
III. The Relation of Man to Jesus.
IV. The Purpose of Man on Earth.
V. The Relation of Man to Other Men.
VI. The Destiny of Man.
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In this study the field is further limited to those
things nrhich Jesus said in the Synoptic Gospels, Matthew,
Mark, and Luke, about Man, The Fourth Gospel is not a part
of this study*
Work in this dissertation is carried beyond the Synoptics
to their sources* The basis of this research in the sources
is Streeter's ’’Pour Document Hypothesis "*2 The first of these
sources to be considered is Q which is believed to contain
the basic teachings of Jesus* The symbol Q comes from the
German designation of it as %uelle”, which translated means
"source"* ^ is perhaps what Papias speaks of as the Apostle
Matthew's Logla which he said was written in Hebrew and con-
tained the words of Jesus Streeter concludes that ^ was
probably written in Antioch about 50 A*D*
Many of the New Testament scholars have made what they
consider to be a reconstruction of this Q source* After
studying these reconstructions and the reasons behind the
authors' choices of certain passages one finds very little
difference among the latest and most scholarly reconstructions*
And yet for purposes of efficiency in this study one of these
had to be settled upon* Thoxigh the author's choice of Manson's
reconstruction was in a sense arbitrary, there were also good
reasons behind it* In the first place, it is one of the
latest reoonstructlons to be brought forth. It has, therefore,
2, Streeter, TFG, 223-270,
3, Eusebius, EH, Chapter 39, 16*
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Xthe advantage of being compiled in the light of all preceding
scholarship in this field. And secondly, its composer is a
reliable and thorough student of the New Testament, Manson
states his belief that the best of the modern reconstructions
are those of Hamaok, Streeter, and Bussmann* There is, he
says, a large measure of agreement between these and he sets
forth the passages which they all include in Q, Thomas
Manson* s own reconstruction was made after careful study of
the methods and results of each of these men, as well as
others, and his ^ contains all the passages upon which they
agreed plus a few more verses. Therefore, the research in
this dissertation is done on the basis of Manson*
s
Consult Appendix II for the reconstructions of Qi, L,
and M which are used throughout this study.
The second source to be considered is Mark, Reference
to Mark In this study will mean our canonical Mark, There
is no attempt here to adopt and use an Ur-Marcus reconstruction
because the leading contemporary New Testament scholars feel
it to be too uncertain to base other research upon, Moffatt
has this to say about it:
As for the further question, whether Mt, and Lk,
used the shorter Ur-Marcus or the canonical Mk,
(in substantially its present form), the evidence
tells strongly in favour of the latter view (so,
e, g, Wemle, Welhausen, Julicher, Burkitt, Loisy),
Their emissions can be partly accounted for by
tendency, end in part they do not need to be ac-
4, Manson, MMJ, 308

xl
counted for at all. In several instances it can
be shovm that they knew parts of Mk, which they
omitted (cp, Badham* s proof for Luke in ET. vii.
457-459) .5
And Streeter comes to the following conclusions con-
cerning it:
The net result of the facts and considerations
briefly summarized under the foregoing five
heads is to set it beyond dispute that Matthew
and Luke made use of a source which in content,
in order, and in actual wording must have been
practically identical with Mark.^
The moral I would draw is, that, if we will only
use it, the objective criterion we desiderate is
in our hands. The investigation summarised in
this chapter has shown, I claim, that the only
valid objection to the theory that the document
used by Matthew and Luke was our Mark—that,
namely, based on the existence of the minor
agreements of these Gospels against Mark—is
completely baseless. But. if so, it follows that
we are entitled—I would rather say we are bound
—
whenever the balance of MS* evidence is at all
even, to make the determining factor in our de-
cision the compatibility of a particular reading
with the demonstrated fact of the dependence
of Matthew and Luke on Mark. Renounce once and
for all the chase of the phantom Ur-Marcus, and
the study of the minor agreements becomes the
highway to the recovery of the purest text of
the Gospels.*^
Therefore the Ur-Marcus will not be considered further
in this research and the canonical Mark as we have it will
be used as the Marcan source. The consensus of scholars is
that Mark was written in Rome by John Mark who was the inter-
preter of Peter. 9 Opinions as to the date of writing vary from
5. Moffatt, ILRT, 193.
6. Streeter, TFG, 168.
7. Ibid . . 331.
8. Eusebius, EH, III, Chapter 39, 1-17.
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60 to 70 A. D. Streeter places the date at about 60 A. D.
The third source to be considered is L. This symbol
represents that source used only by the author of the Gospel
According to Luke. Streeter, believing the author to be
Luke himself, places the origin of this source in Caesarea
where Luke spent two years with Paul, and in light of our
knowledge of the chronology of Paul*s life he places the date
at about 60 A. D.
The fourth source to be considered is M. This symbol
represents the source used only by the compiler or final
editor of the Gospel According to Matthew. Streeter finds
the document M to have a very decided Judaistic tendency.
Therefore, he feels it must have come from the conservative
church at Jerusalem at about 65 A. D.
5. Methods and Procedure of This Study.
The methods used in research on this problem follow
quite simple and orderly steps. First of all, v/as the search
for books, pamphlets and articles dealing with this subject
or closely related topics to see what hud been done on the
subject. In this search the following guides were consulted:
the card files of several libraries; the Readers* Guide to
Periodical Literature; and finally, suggestions from several
interested professors. Any important results coming out of
this work are listed in the preceding section 3.
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Once the author was satisfied that this problem had
not been adequately treated, he began work in the scriptures
themselves. H. B. Sharman* s Records of the Life of Jesus
presents the Synoptic Gospels in a three- colvonned, parallel
text and this was used first. Passage after passage was
listed under titles that had been chosen as necessary for a
doctrine of man. There were, of course, new divisions that
had to be set up as varying material was found in the Gospels.
ViThen this task was completed all the material in the Synoptic
Gospels, which it seemed dealt with or had any bearing on the
doctrine of man, was included under one of the divisions of
the outline. Some of the passages were placed under two or
three divisions.
Here, then, listed under several headings were the
sayings concerning man. The next move was to decide from
which source each of these sayings came. Each saying was then
classified as stemming from one of four sources, Mark, Q,, L,
or M. The criteria for determining definitions and limitations
are discussed in the preceding section 4. Any passages which
v/ere not found to be from Q, but were parallel to a Marcan
passage, were attributed to the Marcan source. Other non-Q,
and non-Marcan materials were almost all single traditions and
could be accredited to the L or M sources. Whenever there
seemed to be an overlapping of two sources on one teaching the
case was studied and the conclusions presented in the body of
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the dissertation. These teachings were usually accredited
to both sources. In this manner, the Synoptic Gospel sayings
concerning the doctrine of man came to be tabiilated.
This done, the process of writing was begun. Beginning
with the Q source in each chapter, the teaching of each source
on that subject was set forth. Such a process revealed that
there were several points of agreement and several points of
difference between the sources. Therefore, it was necessary
in each chapter to summarise the total Synoptic Gospel teach-
ing on that topic. But for this study it was also necessary
to point out the particular emphasis of each of the sources.
Each chapter then was concluded with a tabular chart shovdng
the combined teachings and the sources from which they were
derived.
The conclusions of the dissertation involved first
a summarizing of each source. The general trend and emphasis
and the specific contributions of a source were set forth.
In the light of this work the resultant Doctrine of Man in
The Synoptic Gospels was formulated.
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CHAPTER I
THE NATURE OE MAN
In formulating the doctrine of man in the Synoptic
Gospels one would normally begin with a discussion of the
origin of man. However, since these sources do not deal
witn this idea tnis study begins with a discussion of the
nature of man. This idea will be follov/ed through under
the four source headings. The sources appear in their
approximate order of origin and the same procedure is
followed throughout the dissertation
1» The Q. Sourc e
The first idea to be considered in Q is that man is
said to be evil. Perhaps this is in comparison with the
perfection of God as one might gather from the statement
by the Master. However, he clearly calls man evil without
any direct Qualification or comparison.
Or what man of you, if his son asks him for a
loaf, will give him a stone? Or if he asks for
a fish, will give him a serpent? If you then,
who are evil, know how to give good gifts to
your^ children, how much more will your Father
who is in heaven give good things to those who
ask him? (Mt. 7:9-11; Lk. 11:11-13)1
1. When a parentheses following a scriptural quotation con-
tains more than one reference the first is the one quoted,
the remaining one or ones are parallel
-passages. All
Biblical quotations are taken from the Revised StandardVersion of The New Testament.
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In this source Jesus is found to set "before man an
illustration which shov/s that he is of greater value to God
than other creatures.
Are not two sparrows sold for a penny? And
not one of them vdll fall to the ground with-
out your Father’s will. But even the hairs of
your head are all numbered. Fear not, there-
fore; you are of more value than manv sparrows.
(Mt. 10:29-31; Lk. 12:6-7)2
One may assume that man’ s nature constitutes something
of both the divine and the human. For Q contains the idea
that man is in need of spiritual as well as physical nourish-
ment. Jesus emphasizes this teaching by quoting the scrip-
tures, Deuteronomy 8:3: ’T^flan shall not live by bread alone,
but by every word that proceeds from the mouth of God.”
(Mt. 4:4; Lk. 4:4)
The Hebrev/ concept of the heart as the seat of man’
s
inner life appears in one of Jesus’ teachings found in Q.
The Master declares that whatever the products of man’s life
may be they issue from the abundance of his heart.
The good man out of the good treasure of his
heart produces good, and the evil man out of
his evil treasure produces evil; for out of
the abundance of the heart his mouth speaks,
(Lk. 6:45; Mt. 12:34b-35)
The condition of man’s sight or insight determines the
light of his life. That is to say, if man’s view of life
2. Throughout this study parentheses containing Biblical
references will stand outside and immediately succeed
ing the sentence to which they apply.
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is sound, healthy, and of a single purpose (service to G-od)
then his life is filled with true light. However, if his
view of life is not sound or healthy, and if he has no one
worthy purpose, then his life is filled with darkness.
Your eye is the lamp of your body; when your
eye is sound, your whole body is full of light;
but when it is not sound, your body is full of
darkness. Therefore, be careful lest the light
in you be darkness. .. .If then your whole body is
full of light, having no part dark, it will be
wholly bright, as when a lamp with its rays gives
you light. (Lk. 11:34, 36; Mt. 6:22-23)
In this source one finds reference to the fact that
man possesses a moral freedom. Not only does he possess
it, but the Master urged him to use it in choosing the right
over the wrong. ’’Strive to enter by the narrow door; for
many, I tell you, will seek to enter and will not be able.”
(Lk. 13:24) This overlaps with M. (Mt. 7:13-14) This, of
course, raises the problem as to which of the sources is to
receive credit as being the original source. One could
suggest several possibilities which do not receive the back-
ing of scholars, such as that Q and M both used the same
original source, or that Q, copied from M where they are to
be found to be parallel, or that a particular section of M
had been copied from Q. These ideas have been rejected by
Streeter. He also rejected the theory that these parallels
are simply Matthev;^' s editorial work on Q, because the
divergence is too great. The most plausible explanation
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of this situation is set forth by Streeter:
There are certain cases where the parallels
between Matthew and Luke are not close enough
to make derivation from the same written source
probable, but where the hypothesis which most
easily explains the phenomena is that the say-
ing stood both in Q and M - Luke reproducing
the version of Q and Matthew conflating Q and
M.^
In this case the divergence between Q, and Mis believed to
have been much greater than is seen in the present parallel
versions. It is best for our study then, that when Q, and
M overlap we consider these teachings to be in both sources.
It is in this source that one finds the weakest
statement of lesus* teaching that those who follow him
possess a certain spiritual quality of life which they may
impart to other men. This idea is set forth in two brief
references in Q. When Jesus had been talking to his follow-
ers about discipleship he concluded with what may be called
a brief parable:
Salt is good; but if salt has lost its taste,
how shall its saltness be restored? It is fit
neither for the land nor for the dunghill; men
throw it away. He who has ears to hear, let
him hear. (Lk. 14:34-55)
At another time Jesus said: "No one after lighting a lamp
puts it in a cellar or under a bushel, but on a stand, that
those who enter may see the light." (Lk. 11:53) The two
preceding references together overlap with M.^ (Mt. 5:13-16)
Seven general statements under which may be grouped
3. Streeter, TFG, 281.
4. See page 14.
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the Q, teachings on the nature of man are: (1) Man is
said to be evil. (2) Man is of greater value to God than
other creatures. (3) Man is in need of spiritual as well
as physical nourishment. (4) Man produces from the
abundance of his heart. (5) The condition of man’s sight
or insight determines the light of his life. (6) Man
possesses a moral freedom. (7) Christian man possesses
a spiritual quality of life which he may impart to other
men.
2. The Marcan Source
This source contains several passages which set forth
clearly the high value which the Master placed upon the life
of man. The first of these is a declaration that man’s life
is worth more than the whole world. Jesus in talking with
his disciples said:
For whoever would save his life will lose it;
and whoever loses his life for my sake and
the gospel’s will save it. For what does it
profit a man, to gain the whole world and
forfeit his life? For what can a man give in
return for his life? (Mk. 8:35-37) (Mt. 16:25-26;
Lk. 9:24-25)
A similar statement of the value of man is that he is of
greater importance than any institution. Two references to
Jesus talking with the Pharisees bear out this teaching.
And he said to them, "Is it lawful on the
sabbath to do good or to do harm, to save
life or to kill?" But they v/ere silent.
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And he looked around at theni with anger,
grieved at their hardness of heart, and
said to the man, "Stretch out your hand,"
He stretched it out and his hand was re-
stored. (Nik. ?:4-5; Lk. 6:9-10)
In this same conflict with the Pharisees concerning sabhath
observance he said to them: "The sabbath was made for man,
not man for the sabbath." (Mk. 2:27; Lk. 6:5; Mt. 12:18)
The Marcan source presents Jesus as placing an
emphasis upon the condition of man’s inner life rather
then those material things which he consLimed. He taught
that man is defiled not by what he eats but by the evil
that comes from his heart.
And he called the people to him again, and said
to them, "Hear me, all of you, and understand:
there is nothing outside a man which by going
into him can defile him; but the things which
come out of a man are what defile him..,.. For
from vltbin, out of the heart of roan, com.e evil
thoughts, fornication, theft, murder, adultery,
coveting, wickedness, deceit, licentiousness,
an evil eye, slander, pride, foolishness. All
these evil things come from, within, and they
defile a roan." (Mk. 7:14-23; Mt. 15:10-11;
15-20)
There is presented in this source the interesting idea
that a man of wealth cannot save himself, his salvation lies
with God. Jesus, after the rich young ruler refused to
give up his wealth and follow him, made this comment to his
hearers:
It is easier for a camel to go through the eye
of a needle than for a rich man to enter the
kingdom of God. And they were exceedingly
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astonished, and said to him, "Then who can he
saved?" Jesus looked at them end said, "With
men it is impossible, but not with God; for
all things are possible with God." (Mk. 10:
25-27; Mt. 19:24-26; Lk. 18:25-27)
Plummer in commenting on this passage says: "Man cannot,
but God can, breaJk the spell which wealth exercises over
the wealthy."^
Man* s illness or disease is sometimes connected with
his sins. This teaching has to be modified with the w^ord
"sometimes" because or occasions Jesus healed people with-
out forgiving their sins, and in the case of the harlot who
washed his feet he forgave one of sin who was not said to
have been diseased. It is in his healing of the paralytic
that we find the connection made between sin and disease.
And when Jesus saw their faith, he said to the
paralytic, "My son, your sins are forgiven."...
.....And immediately Jesus, perceiving in his
spirit that they thus questioned within them-
selves, said to them, "V*hy do you question thus
in your hearts? Which is easier, to say to the
paralytic, *Your sins are forgiven*
; or to say,
*Kise, taJce up your pallet and walk*? But that
you may knov: that the Son of man has authority
on earth to forgive sins" - be said to the
paralytic - "I say to you, rise, take up your
pallet and go home." (Mk. 2:5-11; Mt. 9:2-6;
Lk. 5:20-24)
Mark in a brief passage independent of Q or M sets
forth clearly one part of a teaching they both contain,
namely, that the followers of Jesus possess that health and
vigor of soul which is essential to the kind of living
Jesus demanded. **Salt is good; but if the salt has lost
5. Plummer, ICC (St. Luke), 426.
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its saltness, how will season it? Have salt in your-
selves, end be at peace vith one another.” (Mk. 9:50)
One finds in three Marcan references the idea that man
has the potentialit^r cf eternal life or eternal punishment.
In speaking of the reward his disciples will receive, Jesus
describes their earthly gains, and adds: ”....end in the
age to come eternal life.” (Mk. 10:30; Mt. 19:E9; Lk. 18:50)
At another time one inquired of him how to make this
potentiality a reality: "And as he w'as setting out on his
journey, a men ran up and knelt before him, and asked him,
'Good teacher, what must I do to inherit eternal life?'”
(Mk. 10:17; Mt. 19:16; Lk. 18:18) Concerning man's poten-
tiality of eternal puni shjnent
,
Jesus said:
Truly, I say to you, all sins will be forgiven
the sons of men, and whatever blasphemies they
utter; but w^hoever blasphem.es against the Holy
Spirit never has forgiveness, but is guilty of
an eternal sin, (Mk. 3:28-£9; Mt. 12:51-32)
The Master knew that man possessed a moral freedom.,
and he urged him to make use of it.
Now after Jolin was arrested, Jesus came into
Galilee, preaching the gospel of God, and
saying, "The time is fulfilled, and the
kingdom of God is at hand; repent, and believe
in the gospel.” (Mk. 1:14-15; Mt. 4:17)
Beyschlag has the following to say about man' s moral freedom:
The universal call to repentance, presupposes
an unlost moral freedom in every man, And the
exhortation, "strive to enter in at the straight
gate” (Mt. 7:13) is addressed for all.^
6. Beysclilag, NTT, 92.
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The component parts of man^ s life are: heart, soul,
mind, spirit, and body or flesh. Because the Master
enumerated these many phases of man’s life does not mean
that he believed them to be distinct and separate units of
the personality of man. It would seem rather that he
follov/ed the Old Testament and proi)hetic view of the unity
of men. Knudson summarizes this view in the following words
On the other hand, the Old Testament view of
man was not dualistic. It did not oppose the
soul to the body in such a way as to make the
two mutually independent, nor in such a way as
to degrade the body. The soul was not looked
upon as imprisoned in the bod^r, nor was any merit
attached to the mortification of the flesh.
Life as a whole was viewed as a unit. This is
the fundamental thought of the Old Testament.
The flesh on the one hand and the soul, spirit
or heart, on the other, were simple aspects of
the one personal life. No basis was consequently
furnished for a one-sided and unhealthy spiritual-
ization of life, for a neglect of the needs of
the body. The natural was not set in antithesis
to the spiritual, but on the contrary, was
rather regarded as the true field for its
exercise.^
The various parts of man’ s life are set forth in two Marcen
references. One is Jesus’ ansv^er to the scribe who asked
him which commandment was the first of all:
The first is, ’’Hear, 0 Israel: The Lord our
God, the Lord is one; and you shall love the
Lord your God with all your heart, and with
all your soul, and wdth all your mind, and
with all your strength.” (Mk. 1£: 29-50; Mt.
22:57-38)
7. Knudson, RTOT, 235.
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Let us look et the meaning of these v^ords individually end
then see how they were used collectively. H. H. Vu'endt
says that,
The soul (u^c/v v/as regarded as the seat of the
life, of th 6^ Tgo in the widest sense. It was,
in particular, the vital force of the external
earthly life which animates the body, and dis-
tinguishes man end other aniirels from lifeless
nature.®
Concerning the ”neart” Vvendt says:
The Lh. of the New Testament, however, cor-
resporos much more to our notion, Sinn or
Gesinnung (mind); that is, it denotes in general
the seat of all kinds of spiritual activity,
and has as little a good as a had sense attached
to it. In the h-a^Sc^ , that is, the mind or
inner man, reside the reasoning powers (Mk. II. 8);
out of it proceed evil thoughts, unchastity, theft,
murder, adultery, etc. (Mark VTI.Slf); in it
dwells lust, for example, that referred to in
Matt. V.?8; it is the seat of doubt or trust in
God. (Mark XI . 25) ; . . . . it can be hardened or over-
charged with intoxication of the senses or by
pressure of cares (Luke XXI. 54), so that the
vigilance and intelligence of men are impaired;
it lies with a man’s treasure, that is the good
on which his thoughts and desires chiefly dwell.
(Matt. VI. 21). An essential characteristic of
the is its inv'ardness (Mark VIII. 21);
... .TTrTne relation of the to all the
soul must not be conceived as if each stood in-
dependent of the other. But the soul compromises
the whole of the spiritual nature of man, and the
whole conscious spiritual activity can be re-
ferred to it,‘
In regard to this use of mind,
,
Thayer in his
Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament says that it
means the mind as the faculty of understanding, feeling,
desiring. And concerning the word 3 » he says that
8. Wendt, TOJ, I, 156.
9. Ibid .
.
158, 159.
lih' i«
it. meers physical strength or general ability. One begins
to see then how these words are inter-related and how they
overlap each other in meaning. Wendt discusses this fact
by saying:
in the words, Mark XII. ?0, in which Jesus renders
the passage, Deut. VI, 5: ”Thou sjjalt love the Lord
thy God with all thy heart a ) , and wdtb
ell thy soul ) > and wltnall thy mind
(if/ g/cJ Lk. ) I ejiQ wi'th all thy strength” ( t<S~yiJs ) >
heeT't and soul do not denote two di sti net spiritual
faculties. But only in order to bring out as
strongly as possible the completeness with which
all departments of man’s inner being must be brought
under the sway of the love of God, the inner nature
is pleonastically denoted by different expressions.
Under the first of these the inwardness of the
spiritual life is emphasized, by the second its
individuality
,
by the third its faculty of intel-
ligent thought, and by the last its strength or
intensity.
Thus Jesus was saying that all these factors must be used
together to make a total personality. The second reference
to this idee is found in Jesus' admonition to his sleepy
disciples in the garden of Gethsemane; "V/atch and pray that
you may not enter into temptation; the spirit indeed is
willing, but the flesh is weak.” (Mk. 14:38; Mt. 26:41;
Lk. 22:46) Once again Wendt may be consulted for an under-
standirig of the biblical usage of these two words, spirit
and flesh, and for an idea of their relation to the other
factors of man's total personality:
The notion of the spirit { Tr/e.uP^ ) > which
Jesus often employe with ref e'' ^nce to the
Divine spiritual powder. He uses only three
times of man's spiritual life, where a
10. Ibid., 139.
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specie! occasion was presented for doing so.
In those v/ords to the disciples in Gethseicene,
"The spirit indeed is wilD.ing, but the flesh
is weak” (Mark XIV. 58). He describes the
weakness of the disciples, not simply as a
condition caused by their physical frame, but
more generally as caused by man* s state as a
creature. Therefore he here chooses the term
"flesh", which, following an 01c Testament
usage, is employed by synecdoche to denote the
frail, perishable nature of a man as a creature.
By expressly contrasting the idea of "flesh",
according to this meaning, with "spirit", it was
natural that, by this latter teim, Jesus should
characterize that side of his disciples'
nature in w^hich he discerned a courageous and
joyful alacrity, which, however, in view of the
weakness of the flesh. He judged to be in need
of Divine support. For, according to Old
Testament usage, this term "spirit" was applied
to the inner spiritual life of man, the soul,
especially when it was not considered in respect
of its individuality, but of its higher Divine
nature and origin This expression "spirit",
therefore, forms the specific antithesis of the
term "flesh", which brings out the frailty of
men as a creature. Under the term "spirit" in
the passage referred to, we must not, indeed,
understand a really different faculty than that
which is elsewhere expressed by the term. so\il
or though certainly that faculty is
meanTunder a different point of view, viz. in
respect to its being the higher and divinely-
originated nature, in opposition to the weak
creature nature.
The Master then was generally speaking of the parts of
man's nature which work both for and against each other, but
finally taken together make up the total personality.
Eight general headings under which may be grouped the
Marcan teachings on the nature of man ere: (1) Man's life
is worth more than the whole world. He is of greater
importance than any institution. ( 2.) Man is defiled not
11. Ibid. , 160-161.
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by what he eats, but by the evil that comes from his
heart, (5) A mari of wealth cannot save himself, his
salvation lies mth God. (4) Man^ s illness or his disease
is sometimes connected with his sins. (5) Christian man
possesses that spiritual quality essential for the kind
of living Jesus demanded. (6) Men has the potentiality
of eternal life or eternal punishment. (7) Man possesses
a moral freedom. (8) The component parts of man’s life
are: heart, soul, mind, spirit, body or flesh.
5. The L Source
There are two references in L which deal with the same
idea that is located in Q, Namely, man is of greater value
than other creatures. The first is found in the reply of
Jesus to the ruler of the s^magogue who was indignant be-
cause of the Master' s healing on the sabbath:
You hypocritesl Does not each of you on the
sabbath untie his ox or his ass from the manger,
and lead it away to water it? And ought not
this women, a daughter of Abraham w^hom Satan
bound for eighteen years, be loosed from this
bond on the sabbath day? (Lk. 12:15-16)
This same idea is found in Lk. 14:5, which overlaps with M.
(Mt, 1E:11-1£) The problem is again raised as to which
source shall be credited with the original story. There
are several possibilities. First of all Matthew may have
copied from Luke or Luke from Matthew. This has been
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ezamined by Streeter and rejected, because there are too
many good single tradition passages in each of our present
records that neither one would have left out if they had
been copying from the other. Also in the few instances
where L and M overlap the point of the parable is sometimes
found to be entirely different in the two versions. This
would not have happened if one copied from the other.
Secondly, there is the possibility that they are both de-
rived from Q. But in regard to this Streeter says:
But though these three parables occur in both
Matthew and Luke, they do so in such very
different forms that the supposition that
they were derived from Q postulates too large
an amoun]^ of editorial manipulation of that
source.
The third idea which seems to be the most plausible is that
Matthew* s and Luke’s collections of parables happen to con-
tain a few of the same stories which came to them from
different traditions. Streeter says:
One day while I was meditating on the curious
fact that the moral which Matthev/ dravtrs from
the parable of the lost sheep is quite different
from that drawn by Luke, it occured to me that
this is precisely what one would expect if the
two versions had been handed dowm in two dif-
ferent traditions. People so often remember a
story or an illustration but forget the point
it was to illustrate.
To add evidence to this theory Streeter points out the fact
that the major words of agreement in the overlapping accounts
of L and M are only those without which the story could not
12. Streeter, TFG, 243-244.
13. Ibid., 244.
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be told and that the difference between the accounts is
great. Therefore, where L and M overlap in this study the
passage must be accredited to both sources,
Man who has been a lost sinner and has repented and
been found by God is of great worth to his Maker. The
entire fifteenth chapter of Luke emphasizes this teaching
with the three parables of the lost sheep, the lost coin and
the lost son. Verses 4-7 of this chapter overlap with
(Mt. 18:12-14) The second reference to this idea is found
in the account of Jesus’ encounter with Zacehaeus, the tax
collector, who repented of his wrongdoings. Jesus from
the beginning displayed a genuine- interest and concern for
this man and the account ends with the Master saying: ”for
the Son of man came to seek and to save that which was lost.”
(Lk. 19:10)
This source is again discovered to contain the same
teaching as Q. Namely, the component parts of man’s life
are: heart, soul, mind, and body. This is found in the
Lukan account of the greatest commandment as the scribe
gave it to Jesus. (Lk. 10:27) This reference overlaps with
Mark.^^ (Mk. 12:29-38) A teaching similar to this is the
idea that man may grow in wisdom, in physical stature and
in favor with God and his fellow men. One may assume these
potentialities in the nature of man because they belonged
14. See page 25*
15, See page 90.
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to Jesus, and he said his disciples could do greater things
than he did. The L account describes these attributes in
the nature of the Galilean youth: "And Jesus increased in
wisdom and in stature, and in favor with God and man."
(Lk. 2:52)
One discovers that L alone contains one of the fre-
quently quoted sayings of the Master. Namely, man has the
potentiality of the kingdom of God within himself.
Being asked by the Pharisees when the kingdom of
God was coming, he answered them, "the kingdom
of God is not coming with signs to be observed;
nor will they say, *Lo, here it is!' or 'There!'
for behold, the kingdom of God is in the midst
of you." (Lk. 17:20-21)
This last phrase may also properly be translated, "The
kingdom of God is within you."
Contained in two L references is the same teaching
set forth in Mark, that man possesses the potentialities
of eternal life. "And behold, a lawyer stood up to put
him to the test, saying, 'Teacher, what shall I do to
inherit eternal life?'" (Lk. 10:25) The other reference
comes at the close of the parable of the dishonest steward:
"And I tell you, make friends for yourselves by means of
unrighteous mammon, so that when it fails they may receive
you into the eternal habitations." (Lk. 16:9) Both of
these references indicate that it is man's responsibility
so to live that he may make this potentiality a reality.

L is again found to contain a teaching located also
in Q. Namely, man has a moral freedom. This idea is gained
from Jesus' conversation with followers concerning the
sudden death of two groups of people; and Jesus urged his
listeners to repent that they should not likewise perish.
(Lk. 13:1-5) As long as a man has the right to repent and
do good he has a moral freedom.
Six general headings under which majr he grouped the
L teachings on the nature of men are: (l) Man is of
greater value than other creatures. (2) Man who has been
a lost sinner and has repented and been found by God is of
great worth to his Maker. (3) The component parts of
man’s life are: heart, soul, mind and body. Thus man may
grow in wisdom, in physical stature and in favor with God
and his fellow men. (4) Man has the potentiality of the
kingdom of God within himself. (5) Man possesses the
potentialities of eternal life. (6) Man has a moral freedom.
4. The M Source
This source sets forth more clearlj^ than either Q,
or Mark the Master’s teaching that his followers possess a
certain spiritual quality of life which they may impart
to other men. He first calls his disciples the salt of
the earth, which means, "It is your prerogative to impart
to manlcind (likened to arable land) the influences required
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He also called themfor a life of devotion to God.”^^
the light of the world, and he indicated that they should
allow their spiritual qualities to shine forth and be
imparted to other men. This total idea is combined in
Jesus’ Sermon on the Mount in which he says to his
followers:
You are the salt of the earth; but if salt
has lost its taste, how can its saltness be
restored? It is no longer good for anything
except to be thrown out and trodden under
foot by men. You are the light of the world.
A city set on a hill cannot be hid. Nor do
men light a lamp and. put it under a bushel,
but on a stand, and it gives light to all in
the house. Let your light so shine before
men, that they may see your good works and
give glory to your father who is in heaven.
(Mt. 5:13-16)
This reference overlaps with Q in two places. (Lk. 14:
34-35; and Lk. 11:33)
M like Q and Mark contains the idea that man is of
greater value than other creatures. This teaching is set
forth very clearly in Matthew's account of Jesus' defense
of his sabbath healing:
He said to them, "l/Zhat man of you, if he has
one sheep and it falls into a pit on the sab-
bath, will not lay hold of it and lift it out?
Of hov/ much more value is a man than a sheep!
vSo it is lawful to do good on the sabbath."
(Mt. 12:11-12)
This overlaps with L.^® (Lk. 14:5)
In Matthew's account of the parable of the lost sheep.
16. Thayer, GELNT, 85.
17. See page 14.
18. See page 25.
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one finds an illustration of the teaching that a man who
has been lost and then found by God is of great value to
his maker. (Mt. 18:12-14) This reference overlaps with
(Lk. 15:4-7)
Matthew's description of the final judgment contains
two references supporting the idea that man has the poten-
tiality of eternal life and eternal punishment. In the
first reference Jesus describes the words of the king.
"Then he will say to those at his left hand, 'Depart from
me, you cursed, into the eternal fire prepared for the
devil and his angels.'" (Mt. 25:41) The other is the
closing statement of the last judgment scene: "Then he
will answer them, 'Truly, I say to you, as you did it not
to one of the least of these, you did it not to me.' And
they will go away into eternal punishment, but the righteous
into eterna] life." (Mt. 25:45-46)
M contains a reference which places emphasis on the
fact that as long as man may choose between the evil way
and the good he possesses a moral freedom. Jesus urged men
to make this choice by saying:
Enter by the narrow gate; for the gate is wide
and the way is easy, that leads to destruction,
and those who enter by it are many. For the
gate is narrow and the way is hard, that leads
to life, and those who find it are few.
(Mt. 7:13-14)
This reference overlaps with (Lk. 13:24)
19. See page 24.
20. See page 14.

Five general headings mider which may be grouped the
M teachings on the nature of man are: (1) Christian man
possesses a certain spiritual quality of life which he may
impart to other men. (2) Man is of greater value than
other creatures. (3) Man who has been lost and is found
by God is of great value to his Maker. (4) Man has the
potentiality of eternal life, or eternal punishment.
(5) Man has a moral freedom.
5. The Combined Teachings and the Sources
From Which They Are Derived
None of the fourteen Synoptic Gospel teachings on the
nature of man are to be found in all four sources. However,
the following four of the teachings may be found in three
sources. Man is of greater value than other creatures.
This has one reference in Q,, two in L, and one in M. Man
possesses a moral freedom. This has one reference in Q,
one in L, and one in M. Christian man possesses a certain
spiritual quality of life which he may impart to other men.
This has two references in Q, one in Mark, and one in M.
Man has the potentiality of eternal life or eternal punish-
ment. This has three references in Mark, two in L, end two
in M.
The following three teachings may be found in two
sources. The component parts of man^ s life are: heart.
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soul, mind, spirit, body or flesh; and he may grow in wisdom,
in stature and in favor with God and men. This has two
references in Mark and two in L, Man who has been lost and
is found by God is of great value to his Maker. This has
two references in L end one in M, Man produces from the
abundance of his heart and therefore, is defiled if that
abundance is evil. This has one reference in Q and one
in Mark.
The following additional teachings are to be found in
a single source only: (8) Man is said to be evil. This
has one reference in Q. (9) Man is in need of spiritual
as well as physical nourishment. This has one reference
in Q. (10) The condition of a man’s sight or insight
determines the light of his life. This has one reference
in Q. (11) A man of wealth cannot save himself, his
salvation lies with God. This has one reference in Mark.
(12) Man’s illness or disease is sometimes connected with
his sin. This has one reference in Mark, (13) Man’s life
is worth more than the whole world. He is of greater
importance than any institution. This has three references
in Mark. (14) Man has the potentiality of the kingdom of
God within himself. This has one reference in L.
There are in the Synoptic Gospels fourteen teachings
concerning the nature of man. Four of these are to be
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found in three sources, three are to he found in two
sources, and the remaining seven are to he found in one
source each.

23
6, Tabulation of the Coinhined Teachings and the Sources
From Which They Are Derived.
L. M.
Teachings ^ Mk, Lk. Mt.
1.
Man is of Mt. 10:29-31
greater value Lk. 12:6-7
than other
creatures.
14:5 12:11-12
13:15-16
2.
Man pos- Lk. 12:24 13:1-5 7:13-14
sesses a moral
freedom.
3.
Christian Lk. 14:34-35 L/ik. 9:50
man possesses a Lk. 11:33
certain spiritual
o_uality of life
which he may
impart to other
men.
4. Man has Mk. 10: 30 10: 25
the potentiality Mt. 19:29 16: 9
of eternal life Lk. 18:30
or eternal Mk. 10:17
punishment. ' Mt. 19:16
Lk. 18: 18
Mk. 3: 28-29
Mt. 12: 31-32
5. The com- Mk. 12: 29-30 10: 27
ponent parts of Mt. 22: 37-38 2: 52
man’ s life are: Mk. 14: 38
heart, soul, Mt. 26:41
mind, spirit, Lk. 22:46
body or flesh;
and he may grow
in wisdom, in
stature and in
favor with God
and men.
5:13-16
25: 41
25:45-46
6. Man who
has been lost and
is found by God is
of great value to
his Maker.
15:1-32 18:12-14
19:1-10
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Teachin.c^s Q Mk.
L
Lk.
7. Man pro- Lk. 6:45 Mk. 7:14-23
duces froQi the Mt. 12:345-35 Mt. 15:10-11
abundance of his 15-20
heart and there-
fore is defiled
if that abundance
be evil.
8. Man is said Mt. 7:9-11
to be evil. Lk. 11:11-13
9. Man is in Mt. 4:4
need of spir- Lk. 4:4
itual as well as
physical nourish-
ment.
10.
The con- Lk. 11:34-36
dition of man’s Mt. 6:22-23
sight or insight
determines the
light of his life.
11.
A man of
wealth cannot
save himself, his
salvation is with
God.
Mk*. 10:25-27
Mt. 19:24-26
Lk. 18:25-27
12. Men’s
illness or
disease is some-
times connected
with his sin.
13. Man’ s life
is worth more
than the whole
world. Man is of
greater importance
than any institution.
14.
Man has the
potentiality of the
kingdom of God with
in himself.
Mk. 2:5-11
Mt. 9:2b-6
Lk. 18:25-27
Mk. 8:35-37
Mt. 16:25-26
Lk. 9:24-25
Mk. 3:4-5
Lk. 6:9-10
Mt. 12:12b-13
Mk. 2:27
Lk. 6:5
Mt. 12:18
17: 20-21
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CHAPTER II
THE RELATION OF MAN TO GOD
1. The Q. Source
When one begins to explore the Synoptic Gospels to dis-
cover what is said there concerning the relation of Man to
God he finds what he would normally expect, a preponderance
of Q material. For, the teachings of Jesus seem to contain
a number of statements on this sub;ject.
It is interesting that in this matter our Q source takes
us back into the preaching of John the Baptizer. It portrays
him warning those who come 1^0 his baptism to be genuine in
their repentance and in their relationship with God: "Bear
fruit that befits repentance." (Mt. 3:8; Lk. 3:8a) This he
preached as a sure test of their sincerity in the eyes of God:
"every tree therefore that does not bear good fruit is cut
down and thrown into the fire." (Mt. 3:10b; Lk. 3:9b) John
thus set his standards of repentance high. If one were to
repent and seek remission of sins through his baptism he must
prove himself worthy of this forgiveness from God by the fruits
of his life.
Jesus is found to be hard on the Pharisees and the scribes
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whom, he claims, rejected the very counsel of God when they
refused the baptism of John. (Lk. 7:29-30) But the others,
including the publicans, justified God when in their response
to him they were baptized by John. Jesus brings this point
even more clearly before us in his parable of the great
supper. (Lk. 14:16-24). Here we are told that those who do
not respond favorably to God and accept the invitation to
his kingdom are not worthy to enter into it. Certainly here
we find Jesus placing a part of the responsibility’- for sal-
vation upon man* s own shoulders. This is not given adequate
treatment by such men as Calvin and Luther whose theology is
predominately Pauline.
We move next into one of the major ideas set forth by
the Q source, the idea of trust in God which is mentioned five
times here. Jesus attempts to establish in his disciples
and his listeners a deep and yet simple childlike trust in
God:
Ask, and it will be given you; seek, and you will
find; knock, and it will be opened to you. For
every one who asks receives, and he who seeks finds,
and to him who knocks it will be opened. Or what
man of you, if his son asks him for a loaf, will
give him a stone? Or if he asks for a fish, will
give him a serpent? If you then, who are evil,
know how to give good gifts to your children, how
much more will your Father v^rho is in heaven give
good things to those who ask him? (Mt. 7:7-11;
Lk. 11:9-13)
In this statement we see Jesus again saying to man that he
too must assume some of the responsibility for his relation
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to God, he must seek and knock and ask. In other words, he
must put his trust in God into action and evidence a desire
for a good relationship with Him. How often Jesus assures
men that once they have trusted God and sought their needs
they shall find them: "Fear not, little flock, for it is
you,r Father’s good pleasure to give you the kingdom."
(Lk. IE: 38) Or again he says:
And when they bring you before the synagogues
and the rulers and the authorities, do not be
anxious how or what you are to answer or what
you are to say; for the Holy Spirit will teach
you in that very hour what you ought to say.
(Lk. 12:11-12)
The Master attempted in every way to lay stress upon the
importance of man’s trust and faith in the Father. Once
when his disciples asked him to increase their faith he
said to them:
If you had faith as a grain of mustard seed, you
could say to this sycamine tree, "Be rooted up,
and be planted in the sea," and it would obey
you. (Lk. 17:6)
Perhaps Jesus’ most colorful and best known teaching on this
subject is found in that block of material known as the
Sermon on the Mount, (however, not all of this material is
in Q). It is here that the Master says to his disciples:
",,,,do not be anxious about your life, what you shall eat
or what you shall drink, nor about your body, what you shall
put on." (Mt. 6:25; Lk. 12:22) This is follow^ed by the
description of God’s care for the birds of the sky and the
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lilies of the field and the assurance that he knows our
needs also, and will be even more faithful in his care for
us. Once again man is made partly responsible for receiving
this care when Jesus concludes: "But seek first his kingdom,
and his righteousness, and all these things shall be yours
as well." (Mt. 6:33; Lk. 12:31). Therefore we see that Jesus
does not teach a passive, but rather an active faith and
trust in God.
This same passage leads us into another of the major
teachings of Q, that of obedience to God. Here man is
promised that if he first seeks God^ s kingdom and God* s way
these things he desires will come to him. (Mt. 6:33; Lk. 12:31)
Again man is warned of the impossibility of successfully
serving both these masters: "You cannot serve God and mammon."
(Mt. 6:24; Lk. 16:13) Twice in this area of Q, do we hear the
ringing rebuke of Jesus to those trying to enter the kingdom
through pretense of obedience to God. Once, when the woman is
blessing the womb that gave him birth and the breasts that
gave him suck, he retorted: "Blessed rather are those who
hear the word of God and keep it," (Lk. 11:27-23) And again,
when he said: "Not everyone who says to me, *Lord, Lord,*
shall enter the kingdom of heaven, but he who does the will of
my Father who is in heaven." (Mt. 7:21) He then continued
with the parable of the houses and likened those who heard and
obeyed his word to the man who built on rock; but those who
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heard and had not obeyed he likened to the man who built on
sand and whose house collapsed as a result. (Mt. 7:24-27;
Lk. 6:47-48) Jesus was stating in clear and definite terms
the fact that entrance into the Kingdom was dependant upon
moral and ethical obedience to the will of Gk>d. E. F.
Scott in considering this subject and speaking of Jesus
says:
He insists, in the first place, on the primacy
of God. We belong to God, and in all that we
do we must obey him and make this the chief
object of our lives Jesus, however,
takes the absolute point of view. He sets out
from his knowledge of God’s nature and judges
all other things in the light of that knov/ledge.
He holds, therefore, that in the conduct of
life there m^t be no other standard than the
will of God.^
Jesus is continually placing the sense of duty or obliga-
tion to obey God before all men who are potential sons of
God: ’’But I say to you. Love your enemies and pray for
those who persecute you, so that you may be sons of your
father who is in heaven.” (Mt. 5:44-45; Lk. 6:35) And
as a result of such obedience Jesus promises ’’You, there-
fore, must be perfect, as your heavenly Father is perfect.”
(Mt. 5:48) E. F. Scott says concerning this teaching of
Jesus:
In the view of Jesus, right action is doing the
will of God. He is righteous, and would have us
act in our small sphere as he acts in his great
one. By so doing we bring ourselves into
harmony with God, and this is the end of our being.
1. Scott, MSNT, 63-64.
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So the ethical motive, as Jesus knew it, is
summed up in his own words, "That ye may be
children of your Father who is in heaven."
God has made men for himself, and the purpose
for which they exist is to grow like him and
share in his life. But the nature of God is
one of love and righteousness, and to be like
him is to act as he does. By justice and
kindness we enter into the divine life, and
so attain to the purpose for which we were
born. Properly speaking, Jesus is not an
ethical teacher at all. He is not interested
in morality for its ovm sake, but thinks of it
only as a means to an end. What men are seek-
ing for in his viev/, is the fellov-rship with
God, and they cannot find it except in
obedience to God’s will, which is one of
righteousness. In this way and in no other
do they become Children of God.^
One also finds Jesus challenging the quality of the obedi
ence of the Pharisees. He saw their relation to God as
something based on legal and technical foims and not a
genuine inward love of God. Therefore, he sharply condemned
their narrowness and their insufficient fruits:
And the Lord said to him, "How you Pharisees
cleanse the outside of the cup and of the dish,
but inside you are full of extortion and wick-
edness. You foolsl Did not he who made the
outside make the inside also? But give for alms
those things which are within; and behold,
everything is clean for you. But woe to you
Pharisees! For you tithe mint and rue and every
herb, and neglect justice and the love of God;
these you ought to have done without neglecting
the others." (Lk. 11:39-42)
It is in the Q source that we find several very clear
and forceful statements of our relationship v/ith God through
Jesus. In a prayer to God, Jesus said: "All things have
2. Scott, MSNT, 58-59
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been delivered to me by my Father; and no one knows the
Son except the Father, and no one knov/s the Father except
the Son and any one to whom the Son chooses to reveal him.”
(Mt. 11: E7; Lk, 10:££) We do not simply come to know God
through Jesus; but we also accept God through accepting
Jesus: ’’....and he who receives me receives him who sent
me.” (Mt. 10:40; Mk. 9:37) This acceptance of Jesus is
not to be understood as something which is of little
consequence whether we do it or not, it is all-important
in our standing with God.
So every one who acknowledges me before men, I
also will acknowledge before my Father who is
in heaven; but whoever denies me before men, I
also will deny before my Father who is in heaven.
(Mt. 10:3£-33; Lk. l£:8-9)
And finally Jesus declares that fitness for the kingdom
involves follov/ing him and doing the work of the kingdom.
(Lk. 9:57-6£)
One finds that the Q source also speaks of the Holy
Spirit and of man’s relation to God through it. Man is
cautioned to be not anxious in times of trouble when he is
asked to account for his beliefs, because in tiiose times
the Holy Spirit will teach him what to say. (Lk. 12:11-12)
Man is also warned that he will jeopardize his relationship
with God if he speaks ill of the Holy Spirit: ”And every
one who speaks a word against the Son of man will be for-
given; but he who blasphemes against the Holy Spirit will
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not be forgiven." (Lk, 12:10)
In Luke 12:33-34 man is warned against dependence on
earthly treasures and is urged to establish treasures in
heaven that his heart might be led to God.
The final teaching on this subject in Q is that con-
cerning watchfulness and prepardness for the coining of the
kingdom. Those who are faithful in this, God will reward,
and those who are not, he will punish. (Lk. 12:35-46)
There is also an interesting word on man’s responsibility
to Gk)d in Jesus’ statement: "Every one to whom much is
given, of him will much be required; and of him to whom men
commit much, they will d^and the more." (Lk. 12:48)
Jesus also tells men that they may be mi.sleading themselves
about how good their relations are with God and about how
well-prepared they are for the kingdom’s coming, because on
that final day, "....some are last who will be first, and
some are first who will be last." (Lk. 13:30)
In summary, the ten headings under which have been
grouped Q,’ s teachings on the relation of men to God are:
(1) Man should come to God in a spirit of repentance and
bear fruit worthy of that repentance. (2) Man should respond
to God’s invitation to the Kingdom and accept him as his
heavenly Father. (5) Man should live with complete faith
and trust in Gk>d. (6) Man, as a good son, must also be
obedient to the will of the Father (moral and ethical obedi-
ence). (7) Man will come to knovr God through Jesus and by
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accepting Jesus will be accepted by God. (8) Man will
come also into relation with God through the Holy Spirit.
(9) Man’s heart is drawn to God by establishing treasures
in heaven. (10) And finally, man may be rewarded by God
I
if he watches faithfully for the coming of the kingdom and
is prepared for it.
2. The Marcan Source
Turning nov/ to the Marcan source one discovers that it,
like Q, begins with the preaching of John the Baptizer. And
that preaching carried a great message concerning man’s
relation to God; ’’John the Baptizer appeared in the wilder-
ness, preaching a baptism of repentance for the forgiveness
of sins." (Mk. 1:4; Mt. 3:2; Lk. 3:3) One is able to see
the influence of John’s preaching upon Jesus when he reads
that the Master also stressed repentance as an action on the
part of man necessary for him to come into a right relation-
ship with God;
Now after John was arrested, Jesus came into
Galilee, preaching the gospel of God, and
saying, "The time is fulfilled, and the king-
dom of God is at hand; repent, and believe in
the gospel." (Mk. 1; 14-15; Mt. 4; 17)
One discovers in the Marcan material as great an em-
phasis upon faith and trust as he did in Q. Jesus in his
earliest preaching was not content with repentance alone
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ribut insisted also upon faith and belief: " repent,
and believe in the gospel.” (Mk. 1:15b) The Master taught
that it was through this attitude of faith and belief that
one came into an effective relationship with God. This in
turn enabled him to live triumphantly. These are his words
of assurance:
Have faith in God. Truly, I say to you, who-
ever says to this mountain. Be taken up and
cast into the sea, and does not doubt in his
heart, but believes that what he says will
come to pass, it will be done for him. There-
fore I tell you, whatever you ask in prayer,
believe that you receive it, and you will.
(Mk. 11: £2-24; Mt. 21:21-22)
The Master is not hesitant in attributing fearfulness to a
lack of this necessary faith in God. This is seen when the
disciples become frightened by the storm on the Sea of
Galilee and wake the Master to save them. ”He said to them,
Why are you afraid? Have you no faith?*” (Mk. 4:40;
Lk. 8:25) Twice in this source does Jesus declare that this
attitude of faith is effective in healing. First, when the
woman who had an issue of blood twelve years touched his
garment in the crowd. ”And he said to her, Daughter, your
faith has made you well; go in peace, and be healed of your
disease.*” (Mk. 5:34; Mt. 9:22; Lk. 8:48) Second, when the
blind beggar of Jericho was brought to him asking to be
healed: ”And Jesus said unto him, *00 your way, your faith
(Mk. 10:52; Lk. 18:42) Here oncehas made you well.*"
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again is a clear Indication that Jesus placed upon man a
responsibility not only for his relationship with God, but
for the results of that relationship.
The Careen source also has several passages concerning
man’s obedience to God. There is a section which, though
used in a particular incident, can Justly be applied beyond
its narrow bounds. Jesus found Peter, James, and John
asleep in Gethsemane, and he said to them: ”Watch and pray,
that you may not enter into temptation; the spirit indeed
is willing, but the flesh is weak." (Mk. 14:38; Mt. 26:41;
Lk. 22:46} Perhaps this statement has meaning only for
these men at this particular time. However, it seems that
there is the possibility here that Jesus is urging them to
be obedient to God’s will; that men shoxild be always watchful
and prepared for the coming of the kingdom. If this be
true, then the application may be universal. There is an
interesting light thrown on this subject in the story of the
rich young man who came to Jesus asking what he should do
to inherit eternal life* The young man had apparently kept
the law fron his early life. But when Jesus laid before
him an individual acid test of obedience to God he could not
meet it because of his love of his riches.
And Jesus looked around and said to his disciples,
"How hard it will be for those who have riches to
enter the kingdom of GodJ" And the disciples
were amazed at his words. But Jesus said to them
again, "Children, how hard it is to enter the
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kingdom of God!^’ (Mk. 10:23-£4)
One finds a very clear steteDient of man* s duty in obedience
both to man and to God in the incident of the Pharisees
and Herodians attempting to trick Jesus with the question,
”Is it lawful to pay taxes to Caesar, or not?” (Mk. l£:14c)
And Jesus after cross-questioning them said, "Render to
Caesar the things that are Caesar’s, and to God the ttdngs
that are God’s.” (Mk. 12:17; Mt. 2:2:21; Lk. 20:25) There
is also in the Marcan source a passage hegarding obedience
which very significantly links obedience to God with sonship
to God. The former is the prerequisite of the latter. This
is found in the visit of the Master’s mother and brethren
to his preaching place. When he was told they sought him,
he answered, ’’Who ere my mother and my
brothers?” And looking around on those who sat
about him, he said, "Here are my mother and my
brothers! Whoever does the will of God is my
brother, and sister, and mother.” (Mk. 3:35-35;
Mt. 12:48-50; Lk. 8:21)
Here then we find all men potentially sons of God and
actually sons if they ere obedient to his will. And once
again man shares with God the responsibility for his salva-
tion. This source also condemns those hypocrites who honor
and obey God with their lips but w'hose heart is far from
him. Jesus said of them: "You leave the commandment of
God, end hold fast the tradition of men.” (Mk. 7:8) Such
a false life was acceptable to neither Jesus nor God. And
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in no way could one use it to establish a proper relation-
ship with the Father. There is, finally, that which it
seems possible for Peter to have overheard the Master say
as he was praying in Gethsemane. He then would have
included it in his sermons, end Mark would have recorded
it as an example by which men might knov/ a goal of perfection
to aim tow^ard in their relationship with God. The reference
is to Jesus* prayer: "And he said, »Abba, Father, all
things are possible to thee; remove this cup for roe; yet
not w'hat I will, but what thou wilt,*" (Mk. 14:56;
Lk , ££:4^) In a time of extremity by his "vexy own life
Jesus taught men to seek to obey not their will but God*s.
There are tv/o ideas set forth in this source which
are not cealt v»rith in Q, One of these is forgiveness,
Jesus makes it q.uite clear that men, in order to establish
the proper relationship with God, must first of all forgive
his fellow men, "And v^rhenever you stand praying, forgive,
if you have anyt,hing against any one; so that your Father
also who is in heaven may forgive you your trespasses,"
(Mk. 11:25; Mt. 6:24-25)
Jesus, in answer to one of the scribes as to what was
the greatest law, sets forth a very significant attitude
in man*s relation to God, that is, love,
Jesus answered, "The first is, *Hear, 0 Israel:
The Lord our God, the Lord is one; and you shall
love the Lord your God with all your heart, end
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with all your soul, and with all your mind,
and vdth all your strength.*" (Mh. 12:29-30;
Mt. 22:37-38; Lk. 20:27)
Wendt makes the following comment on Jesus* use of this
passage:
It shov/s that Jesus included in the idea of a
righteousness acceptable to God something more
than what is embraced by the due fulfilment of
the Divine law of love to our fellow men-- some-
thing, neimel 3 '- that has direct reference to God
Himself, And this necessary inward attitude
tov/ard God He found comprehen si vel 3i' expressed
in the phrase, love to God with the whole inner
being, as it was taught in the Mosaic command,
Deut, iri, 4f. that *Schme* which by the Jews
was regarded as the most holy That idea
emphatically indicates the moral inwardness of
man*s due attitude to the will of God, in con-
trast with mere external worship— a mere
servile obedience on a mercenary legality.^
It should then be kept in mind throughout a study such as
this, that Jesus placed a complete inward love of God above
everything else.
Included in one of the Marcan passages which has been
quoted as teaching obedience to the will of God is another
idea which deserves separate mention. That is the thought
that all men are potentially sons of their heavenly Father.
And he answ^ered, **\Vho are my mother and my
brothers?" And looking around on those who
set about him, he said, "Here are my mother
and my brothers! Whoever does the will of God
is my brother, and sister, end mother."
(Mk. 3:53-35; Mt. 12:46-50; Lk. 8:21)
In summary, the seven headings under which have been
grouped the Marcan teachings on the relationship of man to
3. Wendt, TJ, I, 288
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Gk5d are; (1) Men should come to God in a mood of repentance.
(2) Men may come into close relationship with God through
faith end trust in him. (3) Man, if he takes upon himself
the responsibility of being obedient to God’s mil, can
realize hJ.s sonship to God. (4) Man receives forgiveness
from the Father through forgiving his fellow men. (5) Man
should follow the greatest commandment of all and love God
with ell his being. (6) All men are potentially sons of
their heavenly Father.
5. The L Source
In this later source or tradition, one finds a few
duplications of the Q and Marcan teachings. The first of
these is the teaching on faith. In the story of Jesus heal-
ing the ten lepers, we hear again his assurance that men’s
faith in God is an effective element in his healing. "And
he said to him, ’Rise, end go youx way; your faith has made
you well.'” (Lk. 17:19) This L source also stresses the
effectiveness of faith in securing salvation. When he ate
at the home of Simon, the Master spoke these words to a
sinful women who had washed his feet with tears and anointed
them with oil: ”Your sins ere forgiven Your faith has
saved you; go in peace.” (Lk. 7:46, 50)
Secondly, we find obedience taught again. The L source
takes us back to the Prophecy of Zacheries after the birth
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of John when he asked God to grant that they "....might
serve him v/ithout fear, in holiness and righteousness
before him all our days." (Lk. 1:74-75) In the more
effective teachings of Jesus, one finds a very definite
statement to his disciples on this subject of their duty
and obedience to God. "So you also, when you have done all
that is commanded ^'^ou, say, »We are unworthy servants; we
have only done what w^as our duty.*" (Lk. 17:10) Even in
Luke’s account of Jesus* boyhood vfe find the Master sensi-
tive to the fact that men must be obedient to God through
his v/orship of him. For, when his parents finally found
him in the temple after a long search, "....he said unto
them, *How is it that you sought me? Did 3'’ou not knov/ that
I must be in my Father’s house?*" (Lk. 2:49)
Thirdly, the L source puts a great deal more emphasis
on the idee of the potential sonship of all men to God.
This we find in the familiar parable of the Prodigal Son.
(Lk. 15:11-32) Stevens in his Theology of the Mew Testament
speaks of the idee of all men being potential sons of God,
but only the obedient being true sons. In the follov.dng
paragraph he speaks of Luke’s parable:
This same conception of God’s fatherhood and
of man’s true sonship to God is presented in
the parable of the Prodigal Son. Of both the
sons God is the Father; but the younger son
forfeits by disobedience and ingratitude his
true filial standing. As he himself expresses
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it, he is ”no more v/orthy to he celled” a
son. In the true moral sense he is not what
a son should he. The natural relation to
his Father, however, still remains as the
possible basis for the reconstruction of the
true relation of obedience and fellowship.
He is a son in possibility still; nothing
can ever make it untrue that he was born in
his Father’s house and that he has a right
to his Father's bounty as soon as he is
willing on his part to fulfil his side of
the relation. If he has lost the rights and
dignity of sonship, he has lost them by his
ovm unfilial life, and they belong to him,
and may be his as soon as he will "arise and
go to his Father," and in penitence and
obedience seek his favor and blessing. God
is the Father of all men; in this sense of
kinship of nature to God all men are sons of
God; but, in the higher sense in which Jesus
used the word, thejr only are the sons of God
who seek to fulfil their true relation to
God by obedience to his will, and ethical
likeness to him. The fatherhood of God and
the sonship of men to God find their point
of union in the fact that both terms refer
to moral character, the fatherhood denoting
God's perfect goodness, the sonship man's
likeness to God.^
Therefore, we see that Luke, as did Mark, makes man's
relation of sonship to God dependent upon man's own obedi-
ence to the will of God,
Fourthly, L touches upon the idea of man's earthly
treasures compared to heavenly treasures. In the parable
of the wealthy farmer W'ho decided to build more granaries,
man is shOT,vn in what a hopeless state he will be at death
because he cannot take his treasures with him. Jesus then
concludes by generalizing: "So is he who lays up treasure
for himself, and is not rich toward God." (Lk. l£:2l)
4. Stevens, TISIT, 73.
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Pli.mmer says that, Being rich toward God’ means being
5
rich in those things which are pleasing to him." There-
fore, we are taught the advisability' of man’s vrorKing to
achieve those things pleasing to God rather than those
earthly things pleasing to man.
There are in the L source several new ideas not
mentioned in the other sources. As Jesus talks with Simon
the Pharisee concerning the sinful woman that has washed and
anointed his feet he reveals the fact that man’s relationship
of love with God is a deter-niining factor in the forgiveness
of his sins. "Therefore I tell you, her sins, which are
meny, are forgiven, for she loved much; but he who is
forgiven little, loves little." (Lk. 7:47) Jesus is saying
then that love merits forgiveness.
In Luke’s Gospel we have a record of Jesus stressing
the idee that men should be very persistent in their
attempts to be heard by God and to come into a closer re-
lationship with him through prayer. Jesus gives force to
his thought by his effective use of the parable in which he
describes an indifferent judge v/ho finally vindicated a
persistent widow. He concludes by saying:
And will not God vindicate his elect, who cry to
him day and night? Will he delay long over them.?
I tell you, he will vindicate them speedily.
(Lk. 18:7-8a)
It is in Luke that quite a concentration of material
5. Plummer, ICC (St. Luke) 325.
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is found on the very powerful saying of Jesus that he who
eyalts himself will he humbled, but he who humbles himself
will be exalted. This teaching is the concluding remark
of two of bis well-known stories; the parable of the Pharisee
and the Publican (Lk, 18:9-14), and the parable of the chief
seats at the banquet. (Lk. 14:7-11) The same point is also
broiight out in an incident which occurs after the telling
of the parable of the dishonest steward.
The Pharisees, who were lovers of money, heard
all this, and they scoffed at him. But he said
to them, "You are those v/ho Justify yourselves
before men, but God knows your hearts; for what
is exalted among men is an abomination in the
sight of God. (Lk. 16:l-^-15)
Jesus is telling men that they cannot deceive God and that
if they wish to be received into the right relationship with
him they must humble themselves both before men and before
God.
Finally in the L source is found a definite statement
by Jesus that glory and praise are due God for such things
as the heeling which he effects in men’s lives. When on
his way to Jerusalem Jesus healed the ten lepers, only one
fell before him and glorified God. And Jesus, much dis-
turbed, said, ”l//ere not ten cleansed? "Where ere the nine?
Was no one found to return and give praise to God except
this foreigner?” (Lk. 17:17-16) This serves as a warning
to men that he should never fail to be grateful to God end
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to give him praise wher praise is due.
In summary, the eight headings under which ere grouped
the L source teachings on the relation of man to God are:
(1) Man's faith in God has both a heeling and a saving
povjer. (£) It is man's duty to he obedient to God.
(3) All men are potentially sons of their heavenly Father.
(4) Man's goal should be to grow not in richness of earthl3r
possessions, but in richness tov'ard God. (5) Man's love
merits forgiveness. (6) Man's persistence in his pleas to
God Vvlll gain results. (7) Man should humble himself in
order to be exalted before God, (8) Man should give glorj'-
and praise to God for his goodness to him.
4. The M Source
Of the four sources this one contains the smallest
number of references to the relationship of man to God. And
less than half are similar to ideas taught in other sources.
One finds in M a very pointed statement of the teaching
that repentance and obedience are the actions necessary" for
one to take to do the will of the Father.
Vtfhat do you think? A man had tv;o sons; and he
went to the first and said, "Son, go and work
in the vineyard today," And he answered, "I
wil] not"; but afterward he repented and went.
And he went to the second and said the same;
and he answered, "I go, sir," but did not go.
Viihich of the two did the m.11 of his father?
(Mt. 21:28-31a)
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Therefore, the final test in our lives is the actual
repentance and obedience to God, not just saying we are
going to do it.
Matthew, in recording the parable of the householder
and the laborers, has brought down a teaching well worth
consideration. (Mt. £0:1-16) Man is told that he is not
to begrudge the goodness of God. If God wishes to reward
equally those who have labored long in the kingdom and those
who have but entered, it is his right. And those within the
fold should not be jealous but should rejoice that another
has been so fortunate as to be admitted to the kingdom end
its rewards. In the final sentence of this parable Jesus
says: ”80 the last will be first, end the first last.”
(Mt. 20:16) This is the clinching argument that in service
for God the time element does not determine the reward.
This one sentence has a parallel in the Q source. (Lk. 13:50)
How'ever, there it means that racial and national affiliations
do not determine God’s final reward.
There is an interesting comment in Matthew on. the
subject of swearing by things. Jesus critici'zes the
Pharisees for getting their valuations reversed in their
teaching of how one shoiild swear by certain things. He con-
cludes with this sentence which is relative to the subject:
"....and he who swears by the heaven, swears by the throne
of God and by him who sits upon it.” (Mt. 23:22) Jesus is
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here concerned that man in his scale of valuation place
God first end not the heavens or his throne.
It is in this M source that one finds the significant
teaching of doing one’s righteousness in secret: ’’Beware
of practicing your piety before men in order to he seen hy
them; for then you will have no rewsrd from yo\ir Father who
is in heaven.” (Mt. 6:1) This statement in the Sermon on
the Mount is follov/ed hy passages which explain and illustrate.
Men are cautioned to give alms so secretly that their left
hand does not know what their right hand does, and not to
blow a trumpet so men will see and glorify them. They are
warned against praying loudly in public and using vain
repetitions, and are urged to enter into a quiet, secret
place to pray. Men are also taught not to he sad when
thej^ fast as the hypocrites are, hut to v^esh and appear
pleasant so that others wil] not know they f8.st. This Jesus
believes will establish man in a proper relationship with
God, for if these acts of righteousness are done in secret,
he says, ”,...your Father who sees in secret will reward
you.” (Mt. 6:18)
Finally, in the M source alone is found this brief
but important teaching: ’’And call no men your father on
earth, for you have one Father, who is in heaven.” (Mt. 23:9)
The Master in this passage is denying such honorary titles
to men as Judaism was accustomed to use, and demanding that
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tnis particular title be given only to its single and
rightful owner, God.
In summary, the five headings under which are grouped
the M source teachings on the relation of man to God are:
(1) The repentant and obedient are those who truly do the
will of God. (£) Man is not to begrudge the generosity
of God who rewards equally those of long and brief service
in the kingdom. (3) Man swears by God when he sw^ears by
heaven. ( 4 ) Man must do his acts of righteousness in
secret if he is to be rewarded by God who sees in secret.
(5) Man is to call no one "Father” except God.
5. The Combined Teachings and the Sources
From V/hich They .Are Derived
There is only one idea under the subiect, the relation-
ship of man to God, that is covered by all four sources.
The idea simply stated is this; man should be obedient to
the will of God. It is his duty to obey the will of God.
This idea is not only discussed by all the sources, but it
is well treated by all. There are eight references to it
in Q, six in Mark, three in L, and one in M. Broadly implied
and occasionally stated in the passages concerning this idea
is also the teaching that man is partially responsible for
his salvation through his decision to obey or not to obey God.
The idea that man should come to God in a spirit of
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repentarxce and bear fruit worthy of that repentance is
covered by three sources, but the coverage is brief. The
Q, source refers to this twice, the Marcan source twice
and M once.
The third teaching is that man should live with com-
plete faith and trust in God. This faith, we are told,
is an important factor in the healing and in the salvation
of man. This subject is covered by three sources and is
given attention in many passages. There are five references
to it in Q, five in the Marcan source and two in L.
The fourth teaching is Jesus’ advice to men that they
should not be anxious about storing up material wealth,
but they should give attention to becoming rich in those
things which are pleasing to God. This is set forth in a
single reference each in Q, and L.
The fifth teaching is Jesus’ assurance that all men
are potentially sons of their heavenly Father. He also
assures man that this Father will welcome those sinful ones
when they return to him obediently. This is set forth in
a single reference each in Mark and L.
The remaining additional teachings are found in single
sources, and they are listed as follows: (6) Man should
respond to God’ s invitation to the kingdom and accept God
as his heavenly Father. This has two references in Q.
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(7) Man will come to know God throijgh his knowledge of
Jesus, and by accepting Jesus will be accepted by God.
This has four references in Q. (8) Man will come into a
closer relationship with God through the Holy Spirit.
This has two references in Q,. (9) Man will be rev/arded if
he is faithful in watching for the kingdom and is prepared
for its coming. This has three references in Q. (10) Man
receives forgiveness from the Father through forgiving his
fellow men. This has one reference in Mark. (11) Man
should follow the greatest coimnandment and love God with all
his being. This has one reference in Mark. (12) Man’s
love toward Jesus or God merits God’s forgiveness. This
has one reference in L, (13) Man’s persistence in his
pleas to God will gain results. This has one reference in
L. (14) Man will be humbled when he exalts himself and
exalted when he humbles himself. This has three references
in L. (15) Man should give glory and praise to God for
his goodness to him. This has one reference in L. (16) Man
is not to begrudge the generosity of God who rewards equally
txhose of long or brief service in the kingdom. This has
one reference in M. (17) Man swears by God when he swears
by heaven. This has one reference in M. (IS) Man must
do his acts of righteousness in secret to be rewarded by
God who sees in secret. This has one reference in M,
(19) Man is to call no one ’’Father" except God. This has
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one reference in M.
There are in the Synoptic Gospels at least nineteen
different teachings concerning the relation of man to God.
Only one of these is found in all four sources, two are
found in three sources, two in two sources, and the remain'
ing fourteen teachings are to he located in one source
only.
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6. Tabulation of the Combined Teachings and the Sources
Prom Which They Are Derived.
L M
Teachings Mk. Lk. Mt.
1. Man should Mt. 6:24 Mk. 14 38 1:74-75 21:28
be obedient to Lk. 16:13 Mt. 26 41 17:10 31a
the will of God. Lk. 11:27-28 Lk. 22 46 2:49 (also
This is part of (Mt . 7s21) Mk. 10 23- 24 in 2)
his responsibll- (Mt . 5:44-45) Lk. 18 24
ity for his sal- Lk. 6:35 Mt. 19 23
vation. (Mt . 5:48) Mk. 12 17
Mt. 6:33 Mt. 22 21
Lk. 12:31 Lk. 20 25
Lk. 11:39-42 Mk. 3:33-35
Mt. 7:24-27 Mt. 12j 48->50
Lk. 6:47-48 Lk. 8:21
Mk. 7:8
Mk. 14j135-•36
Mt. 26jl39
Lk. 22|!41- 42
2. Man should Mt. 3:8 Mk. 1:15 21:28
come to God in a Lk. 3:8a Mt* 4:17 31a
spirit of repen- Mt. 3:10b Mk. 1:4 (also
tanoe and bear Lk. 3:9b Mt. 3:2 In 1)
fruit worthy of Lk. 3:3
that repentance.
3. Man should Mt. 7:7-11 Mk. 1:15 17:19
live with can- Lk. 11:9-13 Mk. 111{22-•24 7:48,50
plete faith and Lk. 12:32 Mt. 21
1
f21- 22
trust in God. Mt. 10:19-20 Mk. 4:40
Lk. 12:11-12 Lk. 8:25
Lk. 17:6 Mk. 5:34
Mt. 6:25-33 Mt
.
9:22
Lk. 12:22-31 Lk. 8:48
Mk. lOj 52
Lk. 18: 42
4. Man should Lk. 12:33-34 12:13-21
not be anxious
about storing up
material wealth but
should become rich
in those things
pleasing to God.
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Teachings ^
5, All men are
potentially sons of
their Heavenly
Father, who wel-
comes those sinful
ones when they re-
turn to him
obediently.
6. Man should Lk. 7:29-30
respond to Ood^s Lk. 14:16-24
invitation to
the kingdom and
accept God as his
Heavenly Father.
7. Man will Mt. 11:27
know God through Lk. 10:22
Jesus and by ac- (Mt . 10:40)
cepting Jesus Mk. 9:37
will be accept- Mt. 10:32-33
ed by God. Lk. 12:8-9
Lk. 9:57-62
8. Man will Mt. 10:19-20
come into a Lk. 12:11-12
closer relation- Lk. 12:10
ship with God
through the Holy
Spirit.
9. Man will bo Lk. 12:35-46
rewarded if he is (Lk . 12:48)
faithful in watch- Lk. 13:30
ing for the king-
dom and is pre-
pared for its
coming.
10. Man re-
ceives forgive-
ness from the
Father througpi
forgiving his
fellow men.
11. Man should
follOT# the great-
est commandment
and love God with
all his being.
L M
Mk. Lk. Mt.
(also in 1) 15:11-32
Mk. 3:33-35
Mt. 12:48-50
Lk. 8:21
Mk. 11:25
Mt. 6:14-15
Mk. 12:29-30
Mt. 22:37-38
Lk. 20:27
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Teachings
12. Man *3 love
toward Jesus or
God merits God*s
Forgiveness.
13. Man *3 per-
sistence In his
pleas to God will
gain results.
14. Man will be
humbled when he
exalts himself and
exalted when he
humbles himself.
15. Man should
give glory and
praise to God for
His goodness to
him.
16. Man Is not
to begrudge the
generosity of God
who may reward
equally those of
long or brief
service In the
kingdom*
17. Man swears
by God when he
swears by heaven.
18. Man must do
his acts of right-
eousness in secret
to be rewarded by
God who sees in
secret.
19. Man is to
call no one
’’Father'* except
God.
M
Mt.
7:47
18:l-8a
18:9-14
14:7-11
16: 14-15
17:11-19
20:1-16
23:22
6:1-18
23:9
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CHAPTER III
THE RELATION OF MAE TO JESUS
One does not find in the Synoptic Gospels the abundance
of material on this subject that is present in the Fourth
Gospel. However, what is found in these records is signifi-
cant. The major number of references are divided between Q
and Mark v/ith only a few in L and M.
1. The Q Source
Jesus throughout his teachings places squarely upon the
shoulders of man the responsibility for accepting and follow-
ing him, regardless of the cost. ”And he who does not take
his cross and follow me is not worthy of me. He who finds
his life will lose it, and he who loses his life for my sake
will find it.” (Mt, 10:58-39; Lk. 14:27; 17:53) Jesus makes
it quite clear that if man accepts this responsibility and
confesses him before men then man will be spoken for in heaven.
But if man refuses to confess Jesus he will not be confessed
before God. (Mt. 10:52-33; Lk. 12:8-9) The fact that life
as a follower of the Master is not easy is pointed out in Q
as would-be disciples are reminded that this teacher has no
permanent headquarters and that he demands immediate and
complete loyalty to the extent of refusing his followers
permission to drop behind to bury their dead. (Mt, 18:19-22;
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Lk. 9:57-30) This latter fact is home out when Jesus says:
”He who loves father or mother more than me is not worthy of
me: and he who loves son or daughter more than me is not
worthy of me." (Mt. 10:37; Lk. 14:26)
Finally the Q, references reveal how one may establish
the proper relationship with Jesus even though he is not
present. "He who receives you receives me, and he who receives
me receives him who sent me." (Mt. 10:40; Lk. 10:16) Man
then by accepting those who truly proclaim Jesus also accepts
him. In this last reference we find Q overlapping Mark.
(Mk. 9:37b; Lk. 9:48b)
This immediately gives rise to the question of which
source should receive credit for the original record of the
saying. The follov/ing is Streeter* s comment on the frequency
of this occurence and the form it takes:
this overlapping of Mark and Q, covers
about 50 verses of Mark. And whenever it
occurs we find that Luke tends to preserve the
0, version unmixed, while Matthev/ combines it
with that of Mark.l
There are several possible answers to this problem. There is
the faint possibility that Q, may have copied from Mark in
these sections. But this receives no serious support because
many scholars^ believe Q to have been in existence before Mark
was written.
Many critics explain this overlapping of Q, and
1. Streeter, TFG, 187.
2, Streeter, Moffatt, Sanday, Manson.
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Mark on the theory that Mark knew and made extracts
from 0,. In favor of this view there is the fact
that in many cases where Mark and Q, overlap the Q,
version is longer and also looks the more original.^
However, in the past thirty years scholars have found it
increasingly difficult to believe that Q, lay before Mark in
a written fom. In the light of this grov/ing belief Canon
Streeter says that if Mark had read Q,, when he began to write"
he must have trusted entirely to memory and never once re-
ferred to the written source. This theory could be possible.
However, the most plausible theory seems to be that Mark
did not use Q at all. The evidence for this theory is two-
fold, as set forth by Streeter. The difference in the parallel
accounts for the probability that they were derived from
separate written accounts or oral traditions. And much of
the parallel material consisting of one or two verse blocks
belongs to the class of proverb-like sayings which it seems
likely would have been circulated in differing forms by word
of mouth. Therefore, wherever Q and Mark overlap it would
seem advisable to consider the material under both sources.
Two general statements under which may be grouped the
teachings of Q, on the relation of man to Jesus are: (1) Man
is responsible for accepting and following Jesus, regardless
of the cost. (2) Man may strengthen his relationship with
Jesus by receiving his representatives.
3. Streeter, TFO, 187
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2, The Marcan Source
This source has several teachings similar to those of
Q. For example, like Q it places on man’s shoulders the
responsibility for accepting and following Jesus, regardless
of the cost. Mark pareilleled by references in Matthew and
Luke records the call of Jesus for men to take up their
cross and follow him, because those who save their life shall
lose it, but those who lose it for his sake shall save it.
(Mk. 8:34-37; Mt. 16:24-26; Lk, 9:23-25) This responsibility
of man for his relationship to Jesus is foiind in other
references as well: "For whoever is ashamed of me and of my
words in this adulterous and sinful generation, of him will
the Son of Man also be ashamed, when he comes in the glory
of his Father with the holy angels.” (Mk. 8:38; Mt. 16:27;
Lk. 9:26) And at another time when Jesus was talking with
James and John who had asked for seats on his right and left
in the kingdom he made it clear that any disciples with such
high aspirations must be willing to suffer all he suffered
and even after that it was not he but God who assigned the
places. (Mk. 10:35-40; Mt. 20:20-23)
The Master made some clear statements concerning the
pimishment of those who rejected and persecuted him and the
rewai^d of the faithful followers. At the conclusion of his
parable of the wicked husbandmen who killed the son of the
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vineyard owner, Jesus declared that the ovmer would destroy
these men. (Mk. 12:1-12; Mt. 21:33-46; Lk. 20:9-19) This
is really an allegory, because by quoting a passage from
Psalm 118 concerning the rejected stone, Jesus likened him-
self to the son and Ood to the owner. But there is no
question as to the fate of those who rejected and killed the
son. On the other hand we find that true discipleship is
not without reward; for Jesus promises that all those who
have left home, family and possessions to follow him or for
his sake shall receive a hundredfold return in this life,
and eternal life in the world to come. (Mk. 10:29-30;
Mt. 19:29; Lk. 18:29-30)
This source also informs us of ways in which our relation-
ship with Jesus may find expression in daily life. First of
all if men are allowed to do good deeds in the name of Jesus,
they will not speak against him. (Mk. 9:38-40; Lk. 9:49-50)
We learn also that by receiving others in his name we actually
receive Jesus and in turn God. ”7ifhoever receives one such
Child in my name, receives me; and whoever receives me,
receives not me but him who sent me." (Mk. 9:37; Mt. 18:5;
Lk. 9:48a&b) It will be noticed that the last portion of
this statement has a parallel in Q,.'^ (Lk. 10:16; Mt. 10:40)
Mark also records a description of man’s relationship
to Jesus in which man is the recipient and Jesus does the
4. See page 66
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acting. Of course, this is not a passive reception because
man through belief must prepare himself to receive the benefits
of this relationship. ”For the Son of man also came not to
be served but to serve, and to give his life as a ransom
for many.” (Mi:. 10:4b; Mt. 16:27; Lk. 7:26)
Mark records the breaking of the bread and passing of
the wine at the Lest Supper as symbols of Jesus* body and
blood. (ilk. 14:22-25; Lk. 22:19-20; Mt. 26:26-29) It is,
however, only in some ancient MSS.^ of the Lukan parallel
to this passage (Lk. 22:19) that W'e find the phrase, ”Do
this in remembrance of me.” This phrase makes the receiving
of the bread and wine a means through which our fellowship
with Christ may be nourished. One should not overlook the
possibility that this significant phrase may have been borrow^ed
from the earlier w^ritteii account of the Last Supper found in
I Corinthians 11:23-25. But, of course, if this early record
was based on good authority, as scholars believe it was, then
Jesus did make this a symbol of remembrance and it should be
a part of our gospel record despite Mark’s omission of it.
Five general statements under which may be grouped the
Marcen teachings on the relation of man to Jesus are: (1)
Man is responsible for accepting and following Jesus, regard-
less of the cost. (2) Man is pimished for his rejection and
persecution of Jesus and rewarded for his discipleship. (5)
5. Nestle, GNT, 218; Bezae Cantabrig, Borgianus.
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Man may further his relations with Jesus by doing good deeds
in his name and receiving others in his name. (4) Jesus
offers his ministry and his life as a ransom to all men.
(5) Man may nourish his fellowship with the spirit of the
living Jesus by partsiking of the elements of the Last Supper
in remembrance of him.
5. The L Source
The single reference in this source is similar to the
Q and Mark teaching that man is responsible for accepting
and following Jesus, regardless of the cost. ”So therefore,
whoever of you does not renounce all that he has canjiot be
my disciple." (Lk, 14:55)
4. The M Source
Here one finds one of the most enticing list of rewards
that Jesus ever promised to those who would become his faith-
ful followers. The reward, of course, comes only after they
have taken it upon themselves to become genuine disciples
practicing his ways of life.
Come to me, all who labor and are heavy-laden, and
I will give you rest. Take my yoke upon you, and
learn from, me; for I am gentle end lowly in heart,
end you wil3 find rest for your souls. For my yoke
is easy, and my burden light. (Mt. 11:28-30)
In this source as in Mark there is a reference to the
fact that one is actually helping Jesus when he helps other
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people. In Jesus’ discussion of future events he says to
those who have ministered to the needs of the hungry,
thirsty, sick and imprisoned: "Truly, I say to you, as you
did it to one of the least of these my brethren, you did it
to me." (Mt. 25:40) There is in this same reference a
promise of reward and a threat of punishment.
Finally in M there are two occasions when Jesus
promised men his spiritual presence in the future. He told
them that wherever two or three were gathered in his name
he vrould be in the midst of them. (Mt. 18:19-20) This
would seem to involve man’s life in collective units and
encourage a fellowship of followers. The promise of his
presence to individuals w^as also given when, in sending out
the eleven to their ministry, he said: " and lo, I
am vath you alw^ays to the close of the age," (Mt. 28:20b)
Three general statements imder which may be grouped
the M teachings on the relationship of man to Jesus are:
(1) The faithful followers of Jesus will be rewarded for
their efforts, (2) Man furthers his relation with Jesus
by doing good things for others. (3) Jesus promised his
spiritual presence to his followers after his death.
5. The Combined Teachings and the Sources
From Which They Are Derived
The teachings in the Synoptic Gospels concerning man’s
relationship to Jesus can be organized under six general
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statements. However, none of these is to he found in all
fouj? sources. The idea receiving the most emphasis was
that which placed upon man the responsibility for responding
to Jesus, accepting and following him, regardless of the
cost entailed. Q has three references to this idea, Mark
three, and L one. The only other idea found in three sources
was the teaching concerning ways in w^hich one w^ould be
establishing a better relationship with Jesus through his
actions toward other people, namely: doing good deeds in
his name, helping those in need, and receiving little children
in his name or receiving those who represent him. Q, M, and
L have each a single reference to this. A definite threat
of punishment to those who persecute or reject Jesus and
promise of reward to those who faithfully follow him is found
twice in Mark and once in M. The remaining additional teach-
ings ere found only in single sources and are listed as
follows: (4) Twice in M Jesus promises his spiritual
presence in the future to his true followers. (5) Jesus
offers to men his ministry and his life as a ransom for them.
This has a single reference in Mark. (6) The elements of
the Last Supper taken ”in remembrance" of Jesus serve to
nourish our fellowship with the spirit of the living Jesus.
This is found in Luke’s account parallel to Mark. There are
then in the Synoptic Gospels six different teachings on this
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subject. None is found in all four sources, two are found
in three sources, one in two, and the remaining three are
located in one source each.
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6. Tabulation of the Combined Teachings and the Sources
From Which They Are Derived.
L.
Teachin^^,s q Mk. Lk.
1 . Man i
s
Mt. 10:38-39 Mk. 8:34-37 14:33
responsible for Lk. 14:27 Mt. 16:24-26
accepting and Lk. 17: 33 Lk. 9:23-25
following Jesus Mt. 10:32-33 Mk. 8:58
regardless of Lk. 12:3-9 Mt. 16:27
the cost. Mt. 18:19-22 Lk. 9:26
Lk. 9:57-80 Mk. 10:35-40
Mt. 10:37 Mt. 20:20-23
Lk. 14:26
2. Man may (Mt., 10:40) Mk. 9:33-40
further his re- Lk. 10:16 Lk. 9:49-50
lationship vdth Mi:. 9:37
Jesus by doing Mt. 18:5
good deeds for Lk. 9:48a,b
others and re-
ceiving others
in his name.
3. Man is Mk. 12:1-12
punished for his Mt. 21:33-46
rejection and per Lk. 20:9-19
secution of Jesus Mk. 10:29-30
and rev/arded for Mt. 19:29
his disciple ship. Lk. 13:29-30
4. Jesus pro-
mised his spiri-
tual presence to
his followers
after his death.
5. Jesus offer Mk. 10:45
ed to man his min- Mt. 16:27
istry and his li-f*e Lk. 7:26
as a ransom for them.
6. Man may nourish Mk. 14:22-25
his fellov'ship with Lk. 22:19-20
the spirit of the Mt. 26:26-29
living Jesus by par-
taking of the ele-
ments of the Last
Supper ’in remembrance’
of Jesus.
M.
Mt.
25; 34-46
18:15
11: £8-30
18:19-£0
£8: 20b
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CHAPTER IV
THE PURPOSE OF MAN OR EARTH
1> The Q Source
It is in ttds source that one finds the highest of all
goals set before man. Jesus in telling his followers that
they should love their enemies and pray for those who
persecute them concludes with these words: ”You, therefore,
must be perfect, as your heavenly Father is perfect.”
(Mt, 5:48) Luke’s parallel passage ends with a different
word, but the same general meaning: ”Be merciful, even as
your Father is merciful.” (Lk. 6:56) Perhaps the compiler
of the Gospel according to St. Luke thought that God’s
perfection could be best explained by the term merciful in
this particular relationship. However, both references are
found in Q and it is this source of the teaching of Jesus
that challenges man with his chief goal in life, namely, to
strive after the perfection of God. E. F. Scott believes
that this was the chief goal which Jesus set before men.
He v/as not intent on making life smoother and
more agreeable for everybody. Ee sought to
make men children of God, and required that
they should do God’s will even w^hen it seemed
unreasonable end impracticable. ”Be perfect
as your Father is perfect”, that as he saw it,
was the purpose of human life - a religious
purpose to which all others must give way.l
1. Scott, MSNT, 59.
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^ in two small blocks of material Inadequately expresses
the teaching that man's purpose is to make the best use of his
life, not to hide it or allow it to deteriorate and lose
its value* This idea is set forth in the reference to the
Isjnp which is to be put on a stand rather than under a bushel;
end the reference to the salt which is good unless it loses
its savor. (Lk. 11:33; Lk. 14:34-35) This same teaching is
set forth* in a much more vivid manner in a Matthew parallel
to these passages which is found in M*^ (Mt. 5:13-16)
One finds ^ stating that it is man's purpose in life to
do the will of God* This is found in two references* At the
close of the Sermon on the Mount, Matthew paralleled by Luke
records Jesus as saying that only those who do the will of
God shall enter into heaven* Jesus likens those who fulfil
this purpose to a man who builds on solid rock and those who
do not fulfil this purpose to a man who builds on sand* (Mt.
7:21, 24-27; Lk* 6:46-49) It would also seem that this teach-
ing is to be found in the phrase, "strive to enter by the
narrow door." (Lk* 13:24b) This, of course, is dependent on
the interpretation that entering by the narrow door means
living strictly according to the will and law of God. Plummer
favors such an interpretation, for he says: "here the door
leads directly into the house and is so narrow that only those
who are thoroughly in earnest can pass through it*"^ This
2. See page 14*
3* Pliaraner, ICC (St* Luke), 346*
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passage is paralleled by another attributed to M.^ (Mt. 7:1.'3-14}
Finally Q teaches that man should have the single purpose
of seeking to serve God and his kingdom without anxiety over
the material fortunes of life. The first reference to this
idea stresses the fact that man should take the emphasis
from his earthly treasures and make treasures for himself in
heaven; because where his treasure is there wi.ll his heart be
also. (Lk. 1£: 53-34) This is paralleled by a passage from
M.^ (Mt. 6:19-21)
Matthew and Luke both draw on Q, in stressing the impor-
tance of the single eye, or single purpose, for the body.
(Wt. 6:22-23; Lk. 11:54-35) And they state this same principle
in another way: ”No one can serve two Masters; for either
he will hate the one and love the other, or he will be de-
voted to the one and despise the other. You cannot serve God
and Mammon." (Mt. 6:24; Lk. 16:13) Then at the conclusion of
this discourse in w'hich he urges men not to be anxious over
the tangible things of life, Jesus says: "But seek first his
kingdom, and his righteousness, and all these th_ings shall be
yours as well." (Mt. 6:53; Lk. 12:31)
Four general statements under which may be grouped the
teachings of Q, concerning the purpioses of man on earth are:
(1) It is man*s purpose to strive for the perfection of God.
(2) It is man’s purpose to make the best possible use of his
4. See page 14.
5. See page 14.
jt
m
life. (3) It is man’s purpose to do the will of God.
( 4 ) li is man’s purpose to have a singleness of purpose in
serving God and his kingdom without anxiety for material
fortunes.
2. The Marcan Source
At the conclusion of his para.ble on the sower, Jesus
in explaining it to his disciples says: "....those that were
sown upon the good soil ere the ones who hear the word and
accept it and bear fruit, thirtyfold and sixtyfold and a
hundredfold.” (Mk. 4;£0; Mt. 13: £3; Lk. 8:15) According to
Jesus then it is man’s purpose to give heed to the words of
God, to practice them and to bear fruit for the kingdom.
The master followed this parable of the sower with the
short saying that the lighted lajnp is not to be put under a
bushel, but on a stand where it can give light to others.
(Mk. 4:21; Lk. 8:16) He was saying in essence that when man’s
life is set aglow by the light of God it should not be hidden.
For it is man’s purpose to make the best use of his life for
the good of others.
In the beginning of his ministry when Jesus was selecting
his disciples we find him stating one of man’s major tasks
on earth. Approaching Simon and Andrew who were fishing in
the sea of Galilee he said to them: "Follow me and I will
make you become fishers of men." (Mk. 1:17; Mt. 4:19) Men
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then has before him the challenge to bring other men into the
kingdom of God.
Jesus not only set before men goals to be attained, but
he also gave them to understand that their puri'Ose on earth
included the manner in which they achieved these goals: "Truly,
I say to you, whoever does not receive the kingdom of God
like a child shall not enter it." (Mk. 10:15; Mt. 18:5-4;
Lk. 18:17) It is man’s purpose to receive the kingdom with
the pure and simple trust and humility of a child.
Four general statements \mder which may be grouped the
Marcan teachings on the purpose of man ere: (1) It is man’s
purpose to hear the word of God and do his will. (2) It is
man’s purpose to make the best possible use of bis life for
the good of others. (5) It is man’s purpose to bring others
into God’s Kingdom. (4) It is man’s purpose to strive to
receive the kingdom with the trust and humility of a child.
5. The L Source
In L there appears again a reference to the great teach-
ing found in Q, that man should have the single purpose of
serving God without anxiety over material things. When Jesus
was a guest in the home at Bethany, Martha, who was making
great preparations for the meal, began to rebuke her sister
for not helping, but Jesus answered her: "Martha, Martha, you
are anxious and troubled about many things; one thing is need-

ful. Mary has chosen the good portion, which shall not be
taken away frora her.” (Lk. 10:41b-42) Mary was talking with
Jesus and learning hov/ to serve God. She v/as progressing to-
ward the true goal of life.
This source also repeats the idea found in Q that man*
s
purpose is to make the best possible use of his life and
his abilities. This is set forth in the parable of the
pounds in which those who do accomplish something with what
they have are rewarded, and those who do not attempt to
accomplish anything are punished. (Lk. 19:11-26) This story
has a parallel in M.® (Mt. 25:14-29)
The two general statements under which may be grouped
the L teachings on the puip»ose of man on earth are: (1) It
is man’s purpose to have a singleness of purpose in serving
God without anxiety over material things. (2) It is man’s
purpose to make the best possible use of his life and abilities.
4. The M Source
In M one finds an emphasis on several of the major
teachings of the other sources and one original contribution.
In two different passages there appears the idea that man is
to make the best possible use of his life. Jesus in his
Sermon on the Mount said to his listeners: ’’You are the salt
of the earth; You are the light of the world Let
your light so shine before men, that they may see your good
6, See page 24
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works and give glory to your Father who is in heaven."
(Mt. 5:13-16) Jesus at tMs point challenged men to prevent
their lives from deteriorating by being hidden away and be-
coming useless. He told them that if they would live creatively
and constructively others would come to know God. This was
the purpose for which their lives were to be used. This
passage overlaps with (Lk. 14:34-35; 11:33) The parable
of the talents also teaches this idea. (Mt. 25:14-29) Man
is urged to make the best use of his abilities and possessions.
For those who do this rewards are in store, but those who do
not are faced with a loss of whatever talents and possessions
they already have. This is a law of physical, mental and
spiritual life. Things unused atrophy or deteriorate while use
brings progress and development. There is an L parallel to
this.^ (Lk. 19:11-23)
Three references point to the teaching that man* s purpose
is to do the will of God. Jesus after he said that he came
not to abolish but to fulfil the laiv and the prophets added:
Whoever then relaxes one of the least of these
commandments and teaches men so, shall be called
least in the kingdom of heaven; but he who does
them and teaches them shall be called great in
the kingdom of heaven. (Mt. 5:19)
It is men’s obligation then both to teach and to do these
commandments which are symbols of God’s will. But one is to
go beyond the strict legal fulfilment of these commandments.
The scribes and Pharisees carried out the legal fulfilment
7. See page 14.
8, See page 24.
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and Jesus said it was not enough: "For I tell you, unless
your righteousness exceeds that of the scribes and Pharisees,
you will never enter the kingdom of heaven." (Mt. 5:20) In
other words it is man’s purpose to do the will of God not
outwardly alone, but also in his heart. Again one finds Jesus
speaking on this subject when he says:
Enter by the narrow gate; for the gate is wide
and the way is easy, that leads to destruction,
and those who enter by it are many. For the
gate is narrow and the way is hard, that leads
to life, and those who find it are few. (Mt.
7:13-14)
The narro’w gate may here be interpreted as doing the will
of God. Though this is what man is meant to do, few achieve
it. This passage has a Q, parallel.^ (Lk. 13:24)
Jesus in his Sermon on the Mount at one point urges men
to live with a singleness of purpose in serving God without
anxiety over the material fortunes of life. He opens this
discourse by suggesting that men do not lay up treasures
subject to destruction here on earth, but that they lay up
treasures that would be of permanent value in heaven. (Mt.
6:19-21) This purpose is set forth in a parallel passage in
(Lk. 12:33-34)
Finally, M produces two short parables both of which
teach the same idea. The kingdom of heaven is the supreme
treasure of life and it should be man’s purpose to do all
within his power to gain it.
9. See page 14.
10. See page 14.

The kingdom of heaven is like a treasure hidden
in a field, which a man foimd and covered up;
then in his joy he goes and sells all that he has
and buys that field. Again, the kingdom of heaven
is like a merchant in search of fine pearls, who,
on finding one pearl of great value, went and
sold all that he had and bought it. (Mt. 13:44-46)
Four general statements under which may be grouped the
M teachings concerning the purpose of man are: (1) It is
man^s purpose to make the best possible use of his life.
(2) It is man’s purpose to do the will of God. (5) It is
man’s purpose to live with a singleness of purpose in serving
God, without anxiety over material fortunes of life. (4) It
is man’s purpose to do all within his power to gain the king-
dom of heaven.
5. The Combined Teachings and the Sources
From V/hich They Are Derived
The Synoptic Gospel teachings concerning the purpose of
man on earth can be organized under seven general statements.
The only idea found in all the sources is that it is man’s
purpose to make the best possible use of his life. This is
not only for his own benefit but also for the good of others.
This is found in Vno references in Q,, one in Mark, one in L,
and two in M.
Secondly, there is the idea that man’s purpose is to do
the will of God. This is found twice in Q, once in Mark, and
three times in M.
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Thirdly, there is the teaching that it is man’s purpose
to live with a singleness of purpose in serving God, without
anxiety for the material fortunes of life. One discovers
four references to this in Q,, one in L, and one in M.
The remaining additional teachings are found only in
single sources and may be listed as follows: (4) It is man’s
purpose to strive for the perfection of God. This has a
single reference in Q. (5) It is man’s purpose to bring
others into the kingdom of God. This has a single reference
in Mark. (6) It is man’s purpose to receive the kingdom
with the pure and simple trust and humility of a child. This
has one reference in Mark, (7) It is man’s purpose to do
all within his power to gain the kingdom of heaven. This has
one reference in M.
There are in the Synoptic Gospels seven teachings on
this subject. One is found in all four sources, two are
found in three sources, and four are single traditions.
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6. TabulatioD of the Combined Teachings and the Soujrces
From Vfhich They Are Derived.
L. M.
Teachings C Mk. Lk. Mt.
1 . It is man ’
s
purpose to make
the best possible
use of his life.
(Lk. 14:54-35)
Lk. 11:33
Mk. 4:21
Lk . 8:16
19:11-27 (5:13-
16)
25:24-29
2, It is man’
purpose to do the
wall of God
Mt. 7: (21)
24-27
Lk. 13:24
Mk. 4:20
Mt, 13:23
Lk. 8:15
(5:19)
(5: 20)
7:13-14
3. It is man’
purx'ose to live
with a singleness
of purpose in
serving God with-
out anxiety for
the material
fortunes of life.
Lk. 12:53-34
Mt. 6:22-23
Lk. 11:34-35
Mt. 6:24
Lk. 16:13
Mt. 6:25-53
Lk. 12:22-31
10: 36-42 6:19-21
4. It is man’
s
purpose to strive
for the perfection
of God.
(Mt. 5:44-48)
Lk. 6:27-28,
32-36
5 . It is man ’
purpose to bring
others into the
kingdom of God.
Mk. 1:17
Mt. 4:19
6. It is man’
purpose to receive
the kingdom with
Mk. 10:15
Mt. 18:3-4
Lk. 18:17
the pure and simple
trust and huroiDity
of a child,
7, It is man’s 13:44-46
puri)Ose to do all
within his pov/er
to gain the king-
dom of heaven.
\
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CHAPTER V
THE RELATION OF MAN TO OTHER MEN
1« The Q Source -
Perhaps the greatest teaching in this source is that
which tells us that our relations with all men should he
based not on hatred or retribution, but on love. This idea
is set forth in several references. In Luke*s parallel to
the Sermon on the Mount Jesus is recorded as saying:
To him who strikes you on the cheek, offer the
other also; and from him who takes away your
cloak do not withhold your coat as well. Give
to everyone who begs from you; and of him who
takes away your goods, do not ask them again.
(Lk. 6:29-30r Mt. 5:39b, 40, 42)
Tft/e are clearly told in this passage that we are not to seek
retribution for things done against us, but to be loving and
generous. This passage overlaps with M,^ (Mt. 5:41) It
is in this same source that one finds the Master saying:
”But I say to you that hear, love your enemies, do good to
those who hate you, bless those who curse you, pray for those
who abuse you Be merciful even as your Father is
merciful.” (Lk. 6:27-28, 36) Manson is not definite on the
passage parallel to Luke at this point, Mt. 5:44-48, though
he thinks it possibly is an editorial arrangement of Q, and
1. See page 14

yet at another time he feels it comes from M, Therefore, we
shall consider it as M overlapping vd.th
Jesus thus abolished all boundary lines in men’s relations
and set love as the method with which they were to deal with
one another. One finds that Matthew and Luke both follow Q,
in that phrase which has come to be known as the golden rule:
"And as you wish that men would do to you, do so to them."
(Lk. 6:31; Mt. 7:12) When this is used as part of Jesus’
teaching on love of all one’s fellow men it becomes a very
good principle of life.
It is in 0, that one finds Jesus giving the very good
advice that men should be careful how they criticize and Judge
their fellow men. Man is told that he should first take care
of his own faults before dealing with the faults of others;
because when he does not he leaves himself open to criticism
and Judgment. The whole teaching is well stated in the first
sentence of the passage: "Judge not, that you be not Judged."
(Mt. 7:1-5; Lk. 6:37-38, 41-42)
Man, however, is not left ¥n.thout some guidance in dis-
cerning good men from bad, and he is given strict orders not
to follow the bad or evil men. This advice is set forth in
two passages in Q. Jesus said at one time: "You will know
them by their fruits. Are grapes gathered from thorns, or
figs from thistles?" (Mt. 7:16; Lk. 6:43-44) At another time
2. See pagel4
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Jesus Tvas warning his disciples not to follow the'virays of the
Pharisees and he said: "Let them alone; they are blind guides.
And if a blind men leads a blind man, both will fall into a
pit." (Mt. 15:14; Lk. 6:39) Thus a man is taught to discern
others by their fruits and not to follow the evil ones.
This source reveals a short teaching of Jesus in which
he urges men to come to a settlement with their opponents
outside of court. Jesus’ other teachings of love for fellow
men show that he opposes going to law, and here also he points
out the consequences of a court case.
Make friends quickly with your accuser, while
you are going with him to court, lest your
accuser hand you over to the judge, and the
judge to the guard, and you be put in prison;
truly, I say to you, you will never get out
till you have paid the last penny. (Mt. 5:25-25;
Lk. 12:50-59)
Q teaches men that he is to forgive those who have sinned
against him and repented.
Take heed to yourselves; if your brother sins,
rebuke him, and if he repents, forgive him; and
if he sins against you seven times in the day,
and turns to you seven times, and says, *I
repent,’ you must forgive him. (Lk. 17:3-4)
Plummer says: "The seven times is of course not to be taken
literally. Comp. ’Seven times a day do I praise thee’
(Ps. cxix. 164). Unlimited forgiveness is prescribed."
This passage has a parallel in M.^ (Mt. 18:21-22)
Finally, in Q, there is a brief teaching on divorce.
3. Plummer, ICC (St. Luke), 400.
4. See page 14.
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"Every one who divorces his wife and marries another commits
adultery, and he who marries a woman divorced from her husband
commits adultery." (Lk. 15:18) The evil of divorce is shown
here; for if a divorced man or woman marries again adultery
is committed. This teaching overlaps mth M.^ (Mt. 5:31-32,
19:3-9) It also overlaps with Mark. ^ (Mk. 10:2-12)
Six general statements under which may be grouped the 0,
teachings of man^ s relationship to other men are: (1) Man’s
relatiops with all men should be based not on hate or retribu-
tion, but on love. (2) Man should judge not, that he be not
judged. (3) Man is to know others by their fruits and not
follow the evil ones. (4) Man is to come to a settlement
with his opponent outside of court. (5) Man is to forgive
those who have sinned against him and repented. (6) A man
who has divorced and married again commits adultery.
2. The Marcan Source
From this source comes an incident in v/hich Jesus as a
teacher of the law was asked if it was lawful to pay taxes to
Caesar. The Master took advantage of this opportunity to
point out that duty to man and duty to God are not mutually
exclusive alternatives. It is not a matter of either. .. .or,
but both.... and. "Render to Caesar the things that are
Caesar’s, and to God the things that are God’s." (Mk. 12:17;
5. See page 14.
6. See page 14.
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Mt. 22:21; Lk. 20:25) Thus, man owes some responsibility to
the corporate organization of society of which he is a member.
Mark, in two different references, gives the important
teaching that for one to be great he must serve his fellow men.
And Jesus called them to him and said to them,
"You know that those who are supposed to rule
over the Gentiles lord it over them, and their
great men exercise authority over them. But it
shall not be so among you; but whoever would be
great among you roust be your servant, and who-
ever would be first among you must be slave of
all." (Ivik. 10:42-44; Mt. 20:25-27)
This passage overlaps with L. (Lk. 22:26) This brings before
us a new set of overlapping sources. Since Mark is believed
to be earlier than L, this rules out any serious arguments
for Mark having copied from L. And since the compiler of the
Third Gospel did copy Mark quite accurately at times one
cannot feel that these passages were copied because of their
differences from Mark. In this case Streeter again defends
the theory of independent sources:
We have also seen that there is similar over-
lapping betv/een Mark and the narrative
material in the source L, since Luke evidently
had before him versions of the Rejection at
Nazareth, the call of Peter, the Anointing,
and of the whole story of the Passion, which
on the whole he preferred to the accounts
which he found in Mark.*^
Therefore, when L and Mark overlap in this study the account
will be considered under both sources. The second reference
has no true parallels in Matthew and Luke. "And he sat down
7. Streeter, TFG, 243.
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and called the tv/elve; and he said to them, *If anyone would
he first, he must he last of all and servant of all.**'
(Mk. 9:35)
Finally in Mark there is a teaching concerning divorce.
(J*^. 10:8-12) This passage varies somewhat from that of Q,
in that Mk. 10:11 states that a man can commit adultery
against his own wife. This contradicted the Jemsh principle.
It also differs in that Mk. 10:18 states that a woman could
divorce her husband which was contrary to the best Jewish
law and practice. Hov/ever, the basic idea is the same; if
a divorced man or woman remarries adultery is committed.
Mark at this point overlaps with Q.® (Lk. 16:13) It also
overlaps with M. (Mt. 5:51-32, 19:3-9)
These two sources of Mark and M overlapping again brings
before us the question as to which contains the original story.
For this as for the previous occasions of overlapping there
is no one answer with indisputable proof to back it up. One
could speculate on the ideas that Mark copied from M or that
M copied from Mark, but there is no good evidence for either
of these ideas. Since vie have already found that M overlaps
with Q, and they both seem in these instances to be using
separate traditions, this same theory seems best to fit our
present problem. Streeter feels that it is the explanation
of three cases of this overlapping in which Matthew's account
8. See page 66
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appears to be in some ways more original than Mark’s. After
discussing each case separately, he summarizes as follov/s:
But divorce, the Sabbath, and the position of
Gentiles were all burning questions, especially
among the Jewish Christians, Hence we should
expect that sayings or stories which could be
quoted as defining Christ’s attitude toward
them would be current at a very early time in
nearly every church - and most certainly in the
church of Jerusalem. It seems likely, then,
that in these three instances Matthew had before
him a parallel version in M. But in each case
he tells the story in the context in which it
occurs in Mark. Probably, then, he takes Mark’s
version as his basis, adding only a few notable
details from that of M. Thus only fragments of
the M version are likely to have been preserved,
and its original form may have differed con-
siderably from Mark. Hence here as so often
we cannot reconstruct the M version.
In view of the evidence submitted in this and
the two preceding sections, it is, I think,
clear that Matthew made use of a cycle of
tradition of a distinctly Judaistic bias which
to some extent ran parallel to the cycles pre-
served in Mark, in Q, and in L.^
In the light of these conclusions, this study will consider
a story or a teaching to lie in both sources whenever Mark
and M overlap.
Three general statements under which the Marcan teach-
ings on man’s relation to other men may be grouped are:
(1) Man ov/es some responsibility to the corporate organiza-
tion of society of which he is a member. (2) Man to be
great must serve his fellow men. (3) A man who has divorced
and remarried has committed adultery.
9. Streeter, TFG, 260
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3. The L Source
In this source one discovers some of the ethical teach-
ings of John who baptized at the Jordan. These teachings
are significant because they are later echoed in the words of
Jesus. Both of these men stressed the idea that one should
share his plenty v-lth the poor. When the crowds asked John
v/hat they shouild do to prepare for the kingdom he said: "He
•who has tvm coats, let him share with hJ.m who has none; and
he v/ho has food, let him do likewise.” (Lk. 3:10-11) Later
Jesus was to add emphasis to this idea when he suggested to
men that when they gave a dinner they invite not their friends
who would repay them, but rather the poor, the maimed, the
lame and the blind who could not repay. (Lk. 14:1£-14) Per-
haps his parable of the rich man and the beggar was his most
emphatic utterance of the idea that man should share his plenty
with the poor. (Lk. 16:19-31)
Somewhat in contrast to the Master^ s teecliing that vre
should beware of evil men and not follow them, he in his O'wn
life often influenced evil men and changed them to the good.
The record gives us an account of this in the relationship of
Jesus "^dth the tax collector, Zacchaeus. (Lk. 19:1-10)
On that occasion Jesus specifically said that he came to seek
and save those w^ho were lost. If then those who believe in
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Jesus are to follow his example and carry on his work they
should strive to influence men and bring them into the ways
of God.
In L as in Mark one also finds Jesus teaching his
disciples that humility and service toward one’s fellow men
are the attributes which will make a man great.
And he said to them, "The kings of the Gentiles
exercise lordship over them; and those in
authority over them are called benefactors.
But not so with you; rather let the greatest
among you become as the youngest, and the leader
as one who serves. For which is the greater,
one who sits at table, or one who serves? Is
it not the one who sits at table? But I am
among you as one who serves you.” (Lk. ?£:2b-E7)
This passage overlaps with Mark,"'^ (Mk. 10:42-44; Mt, 20;
25-27) Similarly, Jesus in a parable recorded only in L
taught man quite clearly that he should be humble in his
relations with other men. It is the parable of the great
banquet in which he suggested that men do not take the places
of honor without being asked; but rather that they take the
lower seats, and if they are to be honored they will be called
to the seats of distinction. And he concluded by saying;
”For everyone w'ho exalts himself vlll be humbled, and he who
humbles himself will be exalted.” (Lk, 34; 11)
In the parable of the unrighteous steward Jesus urged
men to use properly their opportunities and v>realth here on
earth in doing good and meJking friends who would help them
10. See page 90
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in the eternal life. He concluded his parable vdth: ’’And
I tell you, make friends for yourselves b3’- means of unrighteous
mamirion, so that when it fails they may receive you into the
eternal habitations.” (Lk. 16:9). Plummer’s interpretation
of this parable is as follows:
Our Lord Kimse] f gives the key to the meaning
(ver. 9), and we need not go beyond the point
to Vv^hich his words plainly carry us. The
steward, however wanting in fidelity and care,
showed great prudence in the use which he made
of present opportunities as a means of provid-
ing for the future. The believer ought to
exhibit similar prudence in using material
advantages in this life as a means of providirig
for the life to come. If Christians v/ere as
sagacious and perseveririg in using wealth to
promote their welfare in the next world, as
the worldly men are in using it to promote
their interests here, the Kingdom of God would
be more flourishing than it is.^^
This is one of several instances in which Jesus favored the
use of w^ealth for the good of others; which was in his sight
helping to build the kingdom.
The most widely known reference that is peculiar to L
is the story of the good Samaritan. (Lk. 10:27c-37) Jesus
seem.s to have struck the heart of the matter of man’ s rela-
tion to others when he said that one should love his neighbors
as himself. When Jesus said that the first two laws were the
love of God and the love of neighbor he set up love as the
central law of life both in religion and ethics. He pointed
the w^ay to solidarity in the fellowship of man for: ’’Love
11. Plummer, ICC (St. Luke), 380-361.
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is the social instinct which binds man and man together and
malces them indispensable to one another. ”^2 jesus in his
simple story of the S8jnarite.n eyj)loded the narrovv* connotation
which the Jews had of the word, "neighbor”. Never again
could anyone who so-ught to live in the family of God, after
the manner taught by Jesus, think: of neighbor as meaning
simply those of their own race and religion. For Jesus said
in this parable that every man whom you can serve or receive
help from is your neighbor. Such a definition erases the
barriers of race, creed and social standards and makes all
one’s fellow men his neighbors. In the light of this defini-
tion probably the greatest thing Jesus said concerning the
relation of man to other men was that he should love liis
neighbor as himself. One finds similar teachings on this
idea from both John and Jesus who emphasize the fact that man
is not to do violence against his fellow men. John’s teaching
is considered first. "Soldiers also asked him, ’And v/e, W'hat
shall we do?’ And he said to them, ’Rob no one by violence
or by false accusation, and be content vdth your wages.’"
(Lk. S:14) Jesus’ attitude concerning violence appears in L
in the acco'unt of his journey to Jerusalem when he sent
messengers ahead to prepare for his coming. The people of a
Samaritan village, however, would not receive him.
And when his disciples James and John sew it,
they said, "Lord, do you w^ant us to bid fire
12. Rauschenbusch, SPJ, 17.
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come down from heaven and consume them?” Buthe turned and rebuh.ed them. And they went on
to another village. (Lk. 9:54-56)
Some of the ancient manuscripts^'^ include the rehiake in
these words: "and he said, ’You do not know what manner of
spirit you are of; for the son of man ceme not to dest'r’ov
men's lives hut to save them.'" Jesus in his refusal to
allow violence to those v;ho opposed him in this case was
putting into practice his teaching of loving one's enemies.
Six general statements under which may be grouped the
L teachings on this subject are: (l) Man should share his
plenty with the poor. (2) Man should try to brin-g sinful
men into the ways of God. (3) Man to be great should serve
his fellow men and be humble in his relations with them.
(<L) Man should projjerly use his wealth and opportunities
here on earth in doing good and making friends who would
receive him into the eternaJ life. (5) Man should love his
neighbor as himself, and do violence to no men.
4. The M Source
There are several references from this source which lay
stress on the teaching that man's relation with other men
should be based not on hatred and violence, but on love.
Jesus in his Sermon on the Mount made it clear that not only
were those who committed violence subject to judgment, but
13. Nestle, GNT, 176, Bezae Cantabrig, E, Koridethian, the
Egyptian type of texts (Bi\C) and^ the Koine texts.
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also those who were angry with, or instated their fellow men.
(Mt. 5:21-24) He thus set the inner moods, intentions, and
thoughts of a man on a par -with his actions; and in so doing
condemned evil and malicious thoughts. In this same sermon
Jesus gave m€in a goal to achieve in their rele.tionships with
one another when he said: ’’Blessed are the peacemakers, for
they shall be called sons of God.” (Mt. 5:9) Thus the reward
of sonship is promised. to all of those whose relationships
are based on love and v^ho take an active part in the promotion
of peace among men. When Peter in the garden of Gethsemane
drew his sword and began the use of violence, the Lord made
it clear that this vras not the way to peace: ”Then Jesus
said to him., ’Put your sword back into its place; for all who
take the sword wl].l perish by the sword.’” (Mt. 26:52) On
the other hand Jesus points out that the forces that really
do make for peace are humility and love: ’’And if any one
forces you to go one mile, go with him two miles.” (Mt. 5:41)
The way to be a peacemaker is not to repay hate with hate but
with love. Jesus stated this in another way w^hen he said:
"Blessed are the merciful, for they shall obtain m.ercy.
”
(Mt. 5:7) And finally we have the great and climaxing words
of the Master on this subject:
But I say to you, love your enemies and pray
for those v;ho persecute you, so that you may
be sons of your Father who is in heaven
j
...You therefore must be perfect as your ^
heavenly Father is perfect. (Mt. 5:44-48)
!
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This overlaps with (Lk. 6:27-28; 35-56) The love of
all men, even his enemies, is one of the points of Go<3*s
perfection which men should strive to achieve in their
relationships with their fellow men.
This source reveals Jesus as urging men not to stoop to
taking oaths to hack up their word, but to melee their word
itself good in their dealings with men.
Again you have heard that it was said to the
men of old, "You shall not sv/ear falsely, but
shall perform to the Lord what you have sworn."
But I say to you, do not swear at all
Let what you say be simply "Yes" or "No"; any-
thing more than this comes from. evil. (Mt. 5:
33-37)
The passage of Mt, 7:6 is believed by Manson possibly
to have been a bit of apocalyptic Jewish exclusiveness which
w^as adopted by extreme Jewish Christians and incorporated
among the sayings of Jesus. If this be true we must take
this passage at its face value as an example of Jewish
particularism. On the other hand Jesus may have actually
said: "Do not give dogs what is holy; and do not throw your
pearls before swine, lest they trample them underfoot and
turn to attack you." (Mt. 7:6) If he did, it must have been
used as an illustration, not a description of people. In this
event one might interpret it as Jesus* attempt to warn men not
to pour out those things which are holy to them before people
who are not sympathetic or will not try to be.
14. See page 14
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This source also teaches that man’s real relationship
with others is determined hy his inner thoughts as well as
his outward actions. Jesus spoke clearly on this subject:
”You have heard that it was said, ’You shall not commit
adultery. ’ But I say to you that everyone who looks at a
woman lustfully has cJLready committed adultery with her in
hJLs heart.” (Mt. 5: 27- £8) The Master also lashed out at the
scribes and Pharisees whom he called hypocrites because in
their actions they appeared to be righteous, but wathin their
hearts they were full of iniquity. (Mt. 23:27-28) For Jesus
it was the inner man that actmlly determined the real charac-
ter of the whole man.
M contains two references concerning divorce. The
15passage of Mt. 19:5-9 is in dispute among scholars. Major
feels that Matthew, with the exception of verse 9, is copied
from Mark 10:1-12. Manson^^ feels that this same Matthew
passage, again with the excejition of verse 9, is drawn per-
haps from both Q, and Mark. On the other hand Streeter^"^
feels that the Matthew passage comes from M because it is
both more naturally told and more closely related to Jev/ish
usage than its Mark and Q, parallels. Since the scholars are
divided as to the source for the total passage, but do agree
that the excepting clause in both Matthew references are from
M, it seems wise to consider the two references as coming from
15. Major, MMJ, 125-127.
16. Ibid . , 429.
17. Streeter, TFC, 259.
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M and overlapping with Mark.^® (Mk. 10:1-1£.) They also
overlap with (Lk. 16:18) Both Mt. 19:9 and Mt. 5:52
differ from their Mark and 0, parallels hy the ”eycepting
clause” which is introduced. When Matthew adds the clause,
’’except for fornication” he brings the rule of divorce into
agreement with the interpretation of the Jewish Law^ favored
by the school of Shammai. The Mark and Q.' passages without
the ”excepting clause” agree with the interfjretation of the
school of Hillel, The teaching set forth by M states that
when divorced people remarry adultery is committed, except
when the grounds of divorce were fornication.
M teaches that a sinful brother should be rebuked, and
if he does not repent he is lost to you, but if he does repent
you must forgive him. A short Q passage, Lk. 17:3-4, overlaps
PC)M on both the issue of rebulcing, Mt. 18:15-17, and the issue
of forgiveness, Mt, 18:21-E2o Where Q requires a forgiveness
seven times, M would seem to demand more.
Then Peter came up and said to him, ’’Lord, how
often shell my brother sin against me, and I
forgive him? As many as seven times?” Jesus
said to him, ”I do not say to you seven times,
but seventy times seven.” (Mt. 16:21-22)
However, since the seven of Q is not to be taken literally
M simply gives a little more force to the teaching, and does
not extend the number of times of forgiveness, which is infinite
in both sources, M also has a parable on forgiveness which is
not paralleled by other sources. This is the story of the
18. See page 92.
19. See page 14.
20. See page 14.
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uTjnerciful servant who was forgiven his debts hut would not
forgive his debtors. Consequently his master dealt harshly
with him until he should pay* Jesus ends the parable saying:
"So also my heavenly Father will do to every one of you, if
you do not forgive your brother from your heart," (Mt. 18: ?5)
M teaches that man should help the poor, hungry, thirsty,
sick, and imprisoned, for all men are one and we are all one
with Christ. In the discourse on the last judgment when the
righteous ask the king when they saw him and gave him the help
he had rewarded them for, he answered them: "Truly, I say to
you, as you did it to one of the least of these my brethren,
you did it to me," (Mt, 25:40}
Finally M teaches man that he should beware of evil men
who proclaim themselves falsely. This is found in one verse
in w^hich Jesus says to his followers:
Beware of false prophets, who come to you in sheep’s
clothing but inwardly are ravenous wolves. (Mt, 7:15)
Eight general headings under which the M teachings con-
cerning man’s relation to others may be listed are: (1) Man’s
relation with others should be based not on hatred end violence,
but upon love, (2) Man is urged not to swear by things, but
to make his word itself good in dealings with others, (3) Man
is warned not to pour out those things which are holy to him
before those who are not s^mipathetic or will not try to be.
(4) Man’s real relationship with others is determined by his
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inner thoughts as well as his outv/^ard actions. (5) A man
who has divorced and remarried commits adultery, except when
the grounds of divorce were fornication. (6) Man should
rebuke a sinful brother, but if he repents man should forgive
him. (7) Man should help those in need for all men are one
and vie are all one with Christ. (8} Man should beware of
evil men who proclaim themselves falsely.
5. The Combined Teachings and the Sources
From V/hich They Are Derived
There is no teaching on this subject that is to be found
in all four sources. However, tW'O teachings are to be found
in three sources. Man’s relations with others Should be based
not on hate and retribution, but on love. This has one refer-
ence in Q, three in L and six in M. A man who has divorced
and remarried commits adultery. This has one reference in Q,
one in Mark and two in M.
Four other teachings may be found in tw^o sources each.
Man should rebuke his sinful brother, but as often as he re-
pents he should be forgiven. This has one reference in Q and
three in M. Men should help those in need and share his
plenty ydth the poor. This has three references in L and one
in M. Man is to know others by their fruits and not to follow^
the evil ones. This has two references in Q and one in M.
Men to be great must serve his fellow men and be hum.ble in
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his relations with them. This has tv/o references in Mark
and two in L.
The ronaining additional teachings are to he foimd only-
in single traditions, and ere listed as follows: (7) Man
should judge not, that he be not judged. This has one
reference in Q. (8) Man is to come to a settlement with
his opponent outside of court. This has one reference in Q.
(9) Man owes some responsibility to the corporate organiza-
tion of society of which he is a member. This has one
reference in Mark. (10) Man should try to bring sinful men
into the ways of God. This has one reference in L. (11) Man
should use properly his wealth and opportixnities here on earth
in doing good and making friends who would receive him into
the eternal life. This has one reference in L. (1£) Man is
urged not to swear by things, but to make his word itself
good in dealings with others. This has one reference in M.
(15) Man is warned not to pour out the things which are holy
to him before those who are not sympathetic or will not try
to be. This has one reference in M. (14) Man’s real rela-
tionship with others is determined by his inner thoughts as
well as his outward actions. This has tvro references in M.
Of the fourteen teachings in the Synoptic Gospels con-
cerning the relation of man to other men only two are found
in three sources, four in two sources and the remaining eight
in single traditions.
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6. Tabulation of the Combined Teachings and the Sources
Prom Which They Are Derived.
Teachings
L
^
M
Mt.
1. Man*s re- Lk. 6:27-31 10:27c-37
lation with others Mt. 7:12 3:14
should be based not Mt. 5:39b, 40, 9:51-56
on hate and retri- 42,
bution but on love. (44-43)
2. Man nho has Lk. 16; 18 Mk. 10:2-12
divorced and re-
married commits
adultery. (M con-
tains a clause,
^except for forni-
cation")
3. Man should
rebuke his sinful
brother but as
often as he re-
pents he should
be forgiven.
4. Man should
help those in
need and share
his plenty with
the poor.
5. Man is to
know others by
their fruits and
not to follow the
evil ones.
6. Man, to be
great, must serve
his fellow men and
be humble in his
relations with
them.
Lk. 17:3-4
Mt. 7:16-20
Lk. 6:43-44
Mt. 15:14
Lk. 6:39
Mk.
Mt.
Mk.
Lk.
Mt.
3:10-11
14:12-14
16:19-31
10:42-44 14:7-11
20:25-27 22:24-27
9:35
9:48c
.3:4
7. Man should
Judge not that he
be not Judged.
Mt. 7:1-5
Lk. 6:37-38,
41-42
(5:21-24)
5:9
26:52
5:41
5:7
(5:44-48)
5:31-32
19:3-9
18:15-17
18:21-22
18:23-35
25:34-46
Mt.
7:15
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Teacbir^s C-
L. M.
Mk. Lk. Mt.
8. Men is to Mt.
come to 8 settle- Lk.
ment v»lth his
opponent outside
of court.
5: 25-26
12:58-59
9. Man owes
some responsi-
bility to the
corporate organ-
ization of
society of which
he is a member
Mk. 12:13-17
Mt. 22:15-21
Lk. 20:20-25
10. Man should
try to bring sin-
ful men into the
ways of G-od.
19:1-10
11. Man should
use properly his
wealth and oppor-
tunities here on
earth in doing
good and making
friends who would
receive him into
the eternal life.
16:1-9
1£. Man is
urged not to swear
by things, but to
m.ake his word it-
self good in deal-
ings with others.
5: 53-37
13. Man is warn-
ed not to pour out the
things which are holy
to him before those
who are not sympa-
thetic or will not
try to be.
7: 6
14. Man's reel
relationship with
others is deter-
mined by his inner
thoughts as well as
his outward actions.
5: 27-28
23: 27-28ro
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CHAPTER VI
THE DESTINY OF MAN'
For the purpose of this study, destiny will mean
that which is to happen to man, as a result of his life on
earth, in his future state in the world to come. There
will be, however, a few cases in which that which happens
to man during his life time will also be considered a part
of God’s irrevocable destiny for man,
1. The w Source
Concerning the future this tradition teaches that the
final days will come suddenly while men are at their normal
occupations; and those who are watching and ready will be
taken, but those who are not ready will be left. There are
two large references to tnis idea. The first emphasizes the
suddenness with which the kingdom will come in the midst of
man’s norraal life and choose some and leave others. (Lk. 17:
£2-37; Mt. 24:26-28, 37-41) The second emphasizes the idea
that man must be waiting and prepared for this sudden coming
of the kingdom. It is a thing one must be always ready for,
because he does not know when it will come: ’’You also must
be ready; for the son of man is coming at an hour you do not
expect.” (Lk. 12:40; Mt. 24:44)
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In the preaching of John one finds the idea that the
unproductive lives will be burned while those lives producing
good fruit will be gathered into the kingdom. In speaking
to the Pharisees whom he believed had not brought forth fruit
worthy of repentance he said: "Even now the ax is laid to
the root of trees; every tree therefore that does not bear
good fruit is cut down and thrown into the fire,” (Lk. 3:9;
Mt. 3:10) And again in speaking of the coming Christ and
his work when he should come John said: "His winnowing
fork is in his hand, to clear his threshing floor, and to
gather the wheat into his granary, but the chaff he will burn
with unquenchable fire." (Lk. 3:17; Mt. 3:12)
One of the very important teachings of Q is this; that
those who seek after righteousness and the kingdom shall
receive it, but those who are selfishly satisfied with their
bounty on earth shall receive no reward in the eternal life.
This is set forth in the beatitudes of 0:
Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the
kingdom of heaven. Blessed are those who mourn
for they shall be comforted Blessed are
those who hunger and thirst for righteousness,
for they shall be satisfied Blessed are you
when men revile you and persecute you and utter
all kinds of evil against you falsely on ray
account. Rejoice and be glad, for your reward
is great in heaven, for so men persecuted
the prophets who were before you, (Mt. 5:3, 4, 6,
11, 12; Lk. 6:20-23)
Another reference concerning God’s desire to reward those who
seek his kingdom is found in Luke’s account. After Jesus had
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urged his listeners to seek God's kingdom and promised that
then the things they wanted would be given them as well, he
said: "Fear not, little flock, for it is your Father's good
pleasure to give you the kingdom." (Lk. 12:32) The negative
side of this teaching is found in the "woes" recorded by Luke.
(Lk. 6:24-26) The Master feels that those who are now rich,
full, laughing and well spoken of, have no concern for the
kingdom and that they have already reaped their rewards
here on earth.
The man who loves his enemies and does good to them is
destined to the reward of sonship to God.
But love your enemies, and do good, and lend,
expecting nothing in return; and your reward
will be great, and you will be sons of the
Most High; for he is kind to the ungrateful
and the selfish. (Lk. 6:35)
An important teaching illustrated by several varied
references is this; it is not man's destiny to enter in at
the narrow gate of the kingdom by means of his nationality
or lineage, his public show of piety, or the length of time
he has worked for this honor, but by his actual doing of the
will of God. And those who think they will be first in the
kingdom may find themselves last. This idea is set forth in
Lk. 13:22-30, 6:46-49; Mt. 8:11-12 and 7:24-27. This Q
reference overlaps with a passage in M.^ (Mt. 20:16) It
also overlaps with Mark.^ (Mk. 10:31; Mt. 19:30)
1. See page 14
2. See page 66
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Those Indlvldufils and cities who fail to give heed to
the words and works of God's spokesmen, especially Jesus,
and who fall to repent arc destined for dire resiilts in the
day of judgment, Matthew and Luke concur in drawing this
teaching from
Then he began to upbraid the cities where most
of his mighty works had been done, because they
did not repent But I tell you that it shall
be more tolerable on the day of judgment for the
land of Sodom than for you. (Mt. 11:20, 24: Lk. 7:
31-35, 10:12-15)
Man as seen in this ease is definitely responsible for his
destiny in that he failed to respond to Jesus and repent.
He who blasphemes the Holy Spirit is destined to remain
eternally unforglven.
And whoever says a word against the Son of man
will be forgiven; but whoever speaks against
the Holy Spirit will not be forgiven, either
in this age or the age to come. (Mt. 12:32;
Lk. 12:10)
This overlaps with Mark.^ (3:28-29) Hanson's comnentary on
this passage throws light on the real evil of blasphemy.
Blasphemy against the Holy Spirit is not merely
a matter of bad language. It is far more deadly
than that. It is the extreme st form of opposition
to God. He who blasphemes against the Holy Spirit
has identified himself so completely with the
Kingdom of evil that for him evil is good, ugliness
beauty, and falsehood truth; and so the workings
of the Holy Spirit appear to him as madness.^
This helps us to understand why such an offense destines one
to be unforglven eternally.
3. See page 66
4. Hanson, MHJ, 402
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Man himself is responsible for the recommendations he
receives before Ood. If man acknowledges Jesus he vdll be
acknowledged before Gk)d, but if he denies Jesus he will in
turn be denied*
So everyone who acknowledges me before men, I
also will acknowledge before my Father who is
in heaven; but whoever denies me before men,
I also will deny before my Father who is in
heaven. (Mt* 10:32-33; Lk. 12:3-9)
He who is the cause of the temptation and stumbling of
others is destined to punishment.
And he said to his disciples, ’’Temptations to
sin are sure to come; but woe to him by whom they
come! It woiiLd be better for him if a millstone
were hung around his neck and he were cast into
the sea, than that he should cause one of these
little ones to sin.” (Lk, 17:1-2; Mt. 18:7)
The Master in speaking of such a destiny is recognizing the
influence that evil persons can have on others and trying
to make the penalty for such influence so severe that these
unrighteous ones will take heed.
Those who pretend to be righteous and are not are
destined to come to grief. Vve find this teaching set forth
in the woes against the scribes and Pharisees. (Lk. 11:39-44,
47-48, 52) Although these woes are directed at a particular
group it seems they are meant to apply to all people who live
deceitful, hypocritical lives. There is an overlap here with
M.^ (Mt. 23:13-31)
Ten general statements under which may be grouped the
5. See page 14
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teachings of Q concerning man» s destiny are: (l) The final
days will come suddenly while men are at their normal
occupations, and those who are watching and ready will he
taken, but those who are not ready will be left. (2) Un-
productive lives will be burned while those producing good
fruit will be gathered into the kingdom. (3) Those who seek
after righteousness and the kingdom shall receive it; but
those who are selfishly satisfied with their bounty on earth
shall receive no reward in the eternal life. (4) Those who
love their enemies and do good to them are destined to the
reward of sonship to God. (5) Man is destined to enter in
at the narrow gate of the kingdom if he does the v/ill of God.
(6) Those individuals and cities failing to give heed to
God’s word through his spokesmen and failing to repent are
destined for dire results in the day of judgment. (7) Those
who blaspheme the Holy Spirit are destined to remain eternally
unforgiven. (8) Man is destined to be acknowledged or denied
before God in accordance with his acknowledgment or denial of
Jesus. (9) Those who are the cause of the temptation and
stumbling of others are destined to punishment. (10) Those
who pretend to be righteous and are not are destined to come
to grief.
2. The Marcan Source
This source teaches that blasphemy against the Holy
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Spirit is an unforgiven sin*
I say to you, all sins will be forgiven
the sons of men, and whatever blasohemies they
utter; but whoever blasphemes against the Holy
Spirit never has forgiveness, but is guilty of
an eternal sin. (Mk. 3: £8-29; Mt. 12:31)
This overlaps with Q.® (Lk. 12:10; Mt. 12:32)
Reward is promised to those who have made use of their
lives and punishment to those who have not. "For to him who
has will more be given; and from him who has not, even what
he has vdll be taken away." (Mk. 4:25; Lk. 8:18; Mt. 13:12)
Jesus taught that some persons of his day were destined
to see the kingdom come. "And he said to them, truly I say
to you, there are some standing here v7ho will not taste death
before they see the kingdom of God come with power.
"
(Mk. 9:1; Mt. 16:28; Lk. 9:27)
Jesus taught that man is destined to be raised from the
dead, ard in this state he v/ould not experience marriage for
he would be like an angel in heaven. (Mk. 12:18-27; Mt. 22:
23-33; Lk. 20:27-40) In ttiis teaching he aligns himself v.dth
the Pharisees who believed in resurrection and against the
Sadducees who did not.
In Chapter Tv/o, "The Relation of Men to God", there
were several references in v/hich Jesus taught that man vras
partially responsible for tiis own salvation. Put when he
taught concerning riches he pointed out that those who have
6. See page 66.
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lost their lives to the love of riches no longer have the
control of gaining salvation or entrance into the kingdom.
Salvation for the rich lies vdth God,
And Jesus looked around and said to his disciples,
”Eow hard it v.lll he for those who have riches to
enter the kingdom of God.” And they irere
exceedingly astonished, and said to him, "Then who
can he saved?" Jesus looked at them and said,
"With men it is impossible, hut not with God; for
all things are possible vath God," (Mk. 10:25-27;
Lk. 18:24-27; Mt. 19:25-26)
Man is destined to punishment if he causes others to
sin. "Whoever causes one of these little ones who believe
in me to sin, it would he better for him. if a great millstone
were hung round his neck and he were thrown into the sea."
(Mk. 9:42) This overlaps with a reference in 0,*^ (Lk. 17:
1-2; Mt. 18:6-7)
Those who give aid to the follov/ers of Christ are
destined to be rewarded. "For truly, I say to you, whoever
gives you a cup of water to drink because you bear the name
of Christ, will by no means lose his reward." (Mk. 9:41)
This passage overlaps with an M® reference. (Mt. 10:42)
All those who testify for Christ and follow him ere
destined to be brought before councils, opposed by their
families end hated of men for Christ’s sake; but they that
endure to the end shall be saved. (Mk. 15:9-15; Mt. 10:
17-22; Lk. 21:16-17) There are tv/o cases of overlapping on
this reference, one with M.^ (Mt. 24:9) And the other is
7. See page 66
8. See page 92
9. See page 92
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an overlapping with (Lk. 21:1£-15; 18-19) "While this
thirteenth chapter of Mark with its parallels deals alto-
gether with future events it has only certain sections which
can be said to deal specifically with the destiny of man.
In another Marcan reference Jesus places the emphasis on the
promise that those v/ho left all to follow him were destined
for eternal life. But this reward might not be given in the
order in which they then stood.
Truly, I say to you, there is no one who has left
house or brothers or sisters or mother or father
or children or lands, for my sake and for the
gospel, who will not receive a hundredfold now in
this time, and in the age to come eternal
life. But many that are first will be last, and
the last first. (Mk. 10:29-31; Lk. 18:29-50;
Mt. 19:29-30)
This Marcaja source teaches that before that generation
passed away man was destined to suffer great tribulation
following W'hich he would see the Son of man coming in clouds
with great power to gather his elect into heaven. There
are three sections of the thirteenth chapter of Mark which
support this idea.
Pray that it may not happen in winter. For in
those days there will be such tribulation as has
not been from the beginning of the creation which
God created until now, and never will be. And if
the lord had not shortened the days no human being
would be saved; but for the sake of the elect,
vrhom he chose, he shortened the days. (Mk. 13:18-20;
Mt. 24:20-22)
This reference overlaps with (Lk. 21:23-24) A few
10. See page 90
11. See page 90
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verses later the second reference begins:
And then they v.dll see the Son of man coming in
clouds v/ith great power and glory. And then he
will send out the angels, and gather his elect
from, the four winds, from the ends of the earth
to the ends of the heaven. {ilk. 13:26-27; Mt.
24:30-31; Lk. 21:27)
There is an overlap of one verse here with (Lk. 21:28)
These two references to this teaching are followed by the
phrase which gives them a time setting which history proved
to be vrrong: "Truly, I say to you, this generation will not
pass away before all these tMngs take place." (Mk. 13:50;
Mt. 24:24; Lk. 21:52)
Nine general statements under which roaj'- be grouped the
teachings of Mark concerning man* s destiny ere: (1) He who
blasphemes the Holy Spirit is destined to be unforgiven.
(2) He who makes use of his life is destined to reward end
he who does not is destined to punishment. (5) Some persons
of Jesus* day were destined to see the kingdom com.e. (4) Man
is destined to be raised from the dead. (5) The rich are
destined to have to depend upon God for salvation, (6) Man
is destined to punishment if he causes others to sin.
(7) Man is destined to be rew'arded if he gives aid to the
followers of Christ. (8) Men, if he testifies for Christ,
is destined to be brought before councils, opposed by his
family and hated of men for Christ* s sake; but he that endures
to the end shell be saved. (9) Before the generation of
12. See page 90
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Jesus’ hearers passed away man was destined to suffer great
tribulation, following which he would see the Son of man
coming in clouds with great power to gather his elect into
heaven.
5, The L Source
This source has two references to the teaching that
faithful and productive lives are destine! to reward, but the
unfaithful and unproductive to punishment. The first referenc
concludes:
If then you have not been faithful in the
imrighteous mammon, who vdll entrust to you
the true riches? And if you have not been
faithful in that which is another’s, who will
give you that which is your own? (Lk. 16:11-12)
The second reference is the parable of the pounds and it
concludes with these words: ”I tell you, that to everyone
who has will more be given; but from him w^ho has not, even
what he has will be taken away.” (Lk. 19:26) This passage
overlaps with M.^-^ (Mt. 25:14-30)
L teaches that those who are selfishly satisfied v/ith
their bounty on earth shall have no reward in eternal life.
The parable of the rich fool points out that man’s life does
not consist in abundance of possessions, but rather in his
richness toward God, (Lk. 12:15-21) The second reference
to this idea is the parable of the rich man and Lazarus. This
13. See page 24.
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story tells of the rich man’s failure to give heed to the
1-111 of God or the needs of his fellow men and indicates that after
death he was destined to Hades. (Lk. 16:19-31)
L contains the idea that unless man repents and bears fruit
he is destined to destruction. Jesus in talking with a group
explained that those persons killed by the fall of the tower
of Siloam were no worse sinners then others. But, he added,
his hearers must repent or they would likewdse perish. And to
illustrate his point he told the parable of the barren fig
tree which concludes with the gardener saying: ’’....Let it
alone, sir, this year also, till I dig about it and put on
manure. And if it bears fruit next year, well and good; but
if not, you can cut it down.” (Lk. 15:8-9)
Man is destined to days of great tribulation. Jesus made
this prediction on the way to the cross.
Jesus taught man that he was destined to find the kingdom
of God within himself.
Being asked by the Pharisees when the kingdom of
God was coming, he answered them, ”The kingdom of
God is not coming with signs to be observed; nor
v/ill they say, ’Lo, here it isl’ or ’There!’ for
behold, the kingdom of God is in the midst of you!”
(Lk. 17: £0-21)
The last phrase of this passage may also properly be translated,
"the kingdom of God is within you”.
L expands the Marcan teaching on the resurrection of the
dead. It adds the idea that he who is good to the needy is
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destined to be rewarded in the resurrection of the just.
He said also to the man who had invited him,
"When you give a dinner or banquet, do not
invite your friends or your brothers or your
kinsmen or rich neighbors, lest they also
invite you in return, and you be repaid. But
when you give a feast, invite the poor, the
maimed, the lame, the blind, and you will be
blessed, because they cannot repay you. You
will be repaid at the resurrection of the
just," (Lk, 14:1£-14)
Those who testify for Christ are destined to be per-
secuted and brought before councils, but they who endure
will be saved.
But before all this they will lay hands on you
and persecute you, delivering you up to the
synagogues end prisons, and you will be brought
before kings and governors for roy names sake.
This will be a time for you to bear testimony
By your endurance will vou gain your
lives, (Lk, 21:12-15, 19)
This account overlaps with (Mt, 24:9) It also overlaps
with Mark,^^ (Mk, 13:9-5; Mt, 10:17-22)
Man is destined to days of great tribulation which are
to be followed by his redemption, L presents this idea in
two slightly different passages in Luke, The first reference
is a statement made by Jesus on his w’^ay to the cross and it
stresses the tribvilation.
But Jesus turning to them said, "Daughters of
Jerusalem, do not weep for me, but weep for
yourselves and for your children. For behold,
the days are coming when they will say, Blessed
are the barren, and the wombs that never bore,
end the breasts that never gave suck!* Then will
they begin to say to the mountains, *F8ll on us*;
14, See page 24
15, See page 90
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and to the hills, * Cover ns'. For if they do
this when the wood is green what will happen when
it is dry?" (Lk. 23:28-31)
In the second reference Jesus places emphasis on the redemption.
Alas for those who are with child and for those
who give suck in those days! For great distress
shall be upon the earth and wrath upon this
people; they will fall bj’’ the edge of the sword,
and be led captive among all nations; and
Jerusalem will be trodden down by the Gentiles,
until the times of the Gentiles are fulfiled....
Now when these things begin to take place, look
up and raise your heads, because your redemption
is drawing near. (Lk. 21:23-24, 28)
There is an overlap at this point with Mark.^® (Mk. 13:18-20,
26-27; Mt. 24:20-22, 30-31)
Seven general statements under which may be grouped the
teachings of L concerning man's destiny ere: (l) He whose
life is faithful and productive is destined to reward, but he
whose life is unfaithful and unproductive is destined to
punishment. (2) Man is destined to have no reward in the
eternal life if he is selfishly satisfied vdth his bounty
here on earth. (3) He who does not repent and bear fruit
is destined to destruction. (4) Man is destined to find
the kingdom of God within himself. (5) He who is good to the
needy is destined to reward in the resurrection of the just.
(6) He who testifies for Christ is destined to be persecuted,
and brought before councils, but if he endures he will be
saved. (7) Man is destined to days of great tribulation which
are to be followed by his redemption.
16. See page 90
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4. The M Source
This source has four references to the idea that there
will he a final judgment in which the righteous shall he re-
warded end the evil punished. Jesus in exijlaining the parable
of the tares to his disciples said:
the harvest is the close of the age, and the
reapers are the angels. Just as the weeds are
gathered and burned with fire, so will it he at
the close of the age. The Son of man will send
his angels, and they will gather out of his kingdom
all causes of sin and all evil-doers, and throw
them into the furnace of fire; there men will weep
and gnash their teeth. Then the righteous will
shine like the sun in the kingdom of their Father.
He who has ears, let him hear, (Mt. IS: 59-42)
Likewise, in the parable of the net the righteous and the
evil are separated at the close of the age and the evil cast
away, (Mt. 13:47-50) Jesus in his woes to the scribes and
Pharisees speaks pointedly of the destiny of some in the
judgment day: ”You serpents, you brood of vipers, how are
you to escape being sentenced to hell?” (Mt, 23:53) And
the final reference to this idea is Jesus* description of
the judgment day in which the sheep will be separated from
the goats. The sheep are to receive eternal life and the goats
eternal punishment. (Mt. 25:51-46)
He who has made good use of his life and talents is
destined to reward, but he who has not is destined to punish-
ment. This teaching is set forth in the parable of the talents
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which concludes:
For to everyone who has will more be given, and
he will have abundance; but from him who has not,
even what he has will be talcen eway. And cast
the worthless servant into the outer darkness;
there men will weep and gnash their teeth.
(Mt. S5: 29-30)
This passage overlaps with L, (Lk. 19:12-27)
He w'ho hears God’s witness, believes him and repents is
destined to enter the kingdom ahead of those who hear and do
not believe and repent. This idea is set forth in Jesus*
talk to a particular group, the chief priests and elders,
however, it seems that the significance of it is not to be
limited, but rather applied generally.
Truly, I say to you, the tax collectors and the
harlots go into the kingdom before you. For
John came to you in the way of righteousness,
and you did not believe him, but the tax
collectors and the harlots believed him; and
even when you sev; it, you did not afterward
repent and believe him. (Mt. 21:31-32)
Men is destined to be condemned or justified by bis
words.
t
I tell you, on the day of judgment men will render
account for every careless word they utter; for by
your words you will be justified, and by your words
you will be condemned. (Mt. 12:56-37)
On the other hand M contains the idea that he who is a
peacemaker is destined to sonsblp with God. "Blessed are the
peacemakers, for they shall be called sons of God." (Mt. 5:9)
Those who live in accordance with God’s ways of right-
17, See page 24
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eousness are destined to reward. This is set forth in the
beatitudes peculiar to M:
Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the
earth. .... .Blessed are the merciful, for they
shall obtain mercy. Blessed are the pure in
heart, for they shall see God Blessed are
those who are persecuted for righteousness*
sake, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.
(Mt. 5:5, 7, 8, 10)
He who is watchjLng and ready for the kingdom will be
rewarded, and he who is not will be left out. The parable
of the wise and foolish virgins ends with these words:
And w^hile they went to buy, the bridegroom came,
and those who were ready went in with him to the
marriage feast; and the door was shut. Afterward
the other maidens came also, saying, ”Lord, Lord,
open to us.” But he replied, ”Truly, I say to
you, I do not know you.” {Mt. 25:10-1£)
This passage overlaps with (Lk. 1£: 55-46)
Those who pretend to be righteous but are not are
destined to come to grief. The M account of Jesus* woes to
the scribes and Pharisees repeats several times the v^arning
of an unhappy destinj'^ for those whose lives are hypocritical.
(Mt. £3:13-51) This account overlaps with (Lk. 11:59-44;
47-48, 5£)
Those who aid the followers of Christ are destined to
reward. ”And whoever gives to one of these little ones even
a cup of cold water because he is a disciple, truly, I say to
you, he shall not lose his reward.” (Mt. 10:42) This over-
laps with Mark.^'^ (Mk. 9:41)
18. See page 14 .
19. See page 14 .
20. See page 92.
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Those who testify for Christ are destined for great
tribulation including hatred and death.
Then will they deliver you up to tribulation,
and put you to death; and you will be hated
by all nations for my name’s sake. And then
many will fall away, and betray one another,
and hate one another. And many false prophets
will arise and lead many astray. And because
wickedness is multiplied, most men’s love will
grow cold. (Mt. 24:9-12)
on
Verse nine of this passage overlaps with Mark, (Mk. 18;
12d, 13a; Mt. 10; 22a; Lk. 21;16c-17a)
Finally M contains the idea that the order of entrance
into the kingdom does not depend upon nationality or length
of service, but upon actually doing the will of God. "So
the last will be first, and the first last." (Mt. 20; 16)
There is a parallel to this idea in Mark.^^ (Mk. 10; 31;
Mt. 19:30) It also overlaps with (Lk. 13:50)
Eleven general statements under which may be grouped
the teachings of M concerning man’s destiny are; (1) Man
is destined to a final judgment in which the righteous shall
be rewarded, and the evil punished. (2) Man is destined to
reward if he has made good use of his life and talents. If
he has not he is destined to punishment. (3) He who bears
God’s witness, believes him, and repents is destined to
enter the kingdom ahead of those w^ho hear and do not believe
and repent. (4) Man is destined to be condemned or justified
21. See page 92.
22. See page 92.
23. See page 14.
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by his words. (5) Man is destined to sonship with God
if he is a peacemaker, (6) Man is destined to reward if he
lives in accordance with God’s ways of righteousness.
(7) Man is destined to enter the kingdom if he is watching
and ready, but he is destined to be left out if he is not
ready. (8) Man is destined to come to grief if he has pre-
tended to be righteous but was not. (9) Man is destined
to reward if he aids the followers of Christ. (10) Man is
destined for great tribulation including hatred and death
if he testifies for Christ, (11) Man is destined to enter
the kingdom if he does the will of God, regardless of his
nationality or length of service.
5. The Combined Teachings and the Sources
From Which They Are Derived
There are seventeen general headings under which may be
grouped the Synoptic Gospel teachings concerning the .destiny
of man. Only one appears in all four sources; that is the
idea that man is destined to a final Judgment when the right'
and fruitful lives will be rewarded, but the evil and unpro-
ductive lives will be punished. There are two references to
this in Q, one in Mark, two in L and five in M.
There are four teachings which appear in three sources.
One is the idea that men is destined to tribulation if he
testifies for Christ, but if he endures he will be saved.
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This has two references in Mark, two in L and one in M.
The third teaching is that man is destined to enter the king-
dom of God if he does the will of God regardless of nationality
or length of service. This has two references in Q, one in
Mark and one in M. The fourth teaching is that man is des-
tined to dire results if he does not heed God*s spokesmen,
repent and bear friiit. This has one reference in Q, one in L
and one in M. The fifth teaching is that man is destined to
receive righteousness and the kingdom if he seeks them; but
if he is selfishly satisfied with his bounty on earth he shall
receive no reward in eternal life. This has three references
in Q, one in L and one in M.
The following teachings are to be found in two sources:
(6) Man is destined to remain eternally unforgiven if he
blasphemes the Holy Spirit. This has one reference in Q and
one in Mark. (7) Man is destined to punishment if he is the
cause of temptation and stumbling for others. This has one
reference in Q, and one in Mark. (8) Man is destined to see
the final days come suddenly, and those who are watching and
ready will be taken, those who are not will be left. This
has two references in Q and one in M. (9) Man is destined
to come to grief if he pretends to be righteous and is not.
This has one reference in Q and one in M. (10) Man is des-
tined to sonship with God if he is a peacemaker and loves his
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enemies. This has one reference in Q and one in M. (11) Man
is destined to reward if he aids the follovtrers of Christ.
This has one reference in Mark and one in M, (1£) Man was
destined, before the generation of Jesus passed, to have great
tribulation, but to see the kingdom come in pov/er. This has
three, references in Mark and three in L. (13) Man is des-
tined to be raised from the dead, and in the resurrection of
the just wall be rewarded if he is good to the needy. This
has one reference in Mark and one in L,
The remaining additional teachings are to be found in
single sources, and they are listed as follov/s: (14) Man
is destined to be acknowledged or denied before God in
accordance with his acknowledgment or denial of Jesus. This
has one reference in Q,. (15) Man, if he places his trust
in riches, is destined to be dependent upon God’s generosity
for salvation. This has one reference in Mark. (16) Man
is destined to find the kingdom of God within himself. This
has one reference in L. (17) Man is destined to be condemned
or justified by his words. This has one reference in M.
Of the seventeen Synoptic Gospel teachings on the destiny
of man one is found in four sources, fouj* in three sources,
eight in tv;o sources, end four in one source each.
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6. Tabulation of the Combined Teachings and the Sources
From Which They Are Lerived.
Teachings
1. Man is
destined to a
final judgment
when the right-
eous fruitful
lives will be re-
v/arded and the
evil and unpro-
ductive lives will
be punished.
Q
Lk. 3:9
Mt. 3:10
Lk. 3:17
Mt. 3:12
Mk.
Mk. 4:25
Lk. 8:18
Mt. 3 3:12
L.
Lk,
16:10-12
19:12-26
M.
Mt,
25:14-30
13: 39-43
13:47-50
23: 33
25: 51-46
2. Man is des-
tined to tribula-
tion if he follows
and testifies for
Christ; but if he
endures he will be
saved and receive
the eternal life.
Mk. 13:9-13
Mt. 10:17-22a
Lk. 21:16-17
Mk. 10:29-31
Lk. 18:29-30
Mt. 19:29-30
21:12-15 24:9
21:16-19
3.
Man is des- Lk. 13:22-30
tined to enter the Mt. 8:11-12
kingdom if he does Lk. 6:46-49
the wil3 of God, Mt. 7:24-27
regardless of
nationality, or
length of service.
Mk. 10:51
Mt. 19:50
20:16
4.
Men is des-
tined to dire re-
sults unless he
repents and bears
fruit.
Mt. 11:16-24
Lk. 7:31-35
Lk. 10:12-15
13:1-9 21:31b-
32
5.
Man is des- Mt.
tined to receive
righteousness end Lk.
the kingdom if he Lk.
seeks them; but if Lk.
he is selfishly
satisfied with his
boirnty on earth he
shall have no reward
in eternal life.
5: 3,4,6
11
,
12 .
6: 20-23
12:52
6: 24-26
12:15-21 5:5, 7, 8,
16:19-51 10.
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Teec-bin.gs £ Mk.
L. M.
Lk. Mt.
6. Man is des- Mt. Mk. 3:28-29
tired to remain Lk. 12:10
eternally unfor-
given if he
blasphemes the
Holy Spirit.
7. Man is des- Lk. 17:1-2 Mk. 9:42
tined to punish- Mt. 18:6-7
ment if he is the
cause of tempta-
tion and stumbling
for others.
8. Man is des- Lk.
tired to see the Mt.
final days come
suddenly and those Lk.
that are watching Mt.
and ready will be
taken, those that
are not will be
left.
17:22-39
24: 26-28
37-41
12:55-46
24:43-51
9, Man is des- Lk.
tined to come to
grief if he pre-
tends to be right-
eous and is not.
11:59-44,
47-48,
52.
10. Man is des- Lk. 6:55
tined to sonship
with God if he is
a peacemaker and
loves his enemies.
11. Man is des- Mk. 9:41
tined to reward if
he aids the follow-
ers of Christ.
25:1-12
23:13-31
5:9
10:42
12. Man was Mk. 13:18-20, 21: 23-24
destined, before the 26-27,30. 28
generation of Jesus Mt. 24:20-22, 23: 27-31
passed, to have great 30b-31,34.
tribulation but to see Lk. 21:27,32
the kingdom come in Mk. 9:1
power. Mt. 16:28
Lk. 9:27
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Teachings 0
13. Man is des-
tined to te raised
from the dead, and
will be rewarded if
he is good to the
needy.
14. Man is des- Mt. 10:52-33
tined to be ac- Lk. 12:8-9
knov/1 edged or
denied before God
in accordance with
his acknow^ledg-
irent or aenial of
J esus.
15. Man, if he
places his trust
in riches, is des-
tined to be depen-
dent uuon God's
generosity for
salvation
.
16. Man is destined
to find the kingdom
of God v.dthin himself.
17. M'Sn is des-
tined to be con-
demned or justified
by his words.
L. M.
Mk. Lk. ' Mt.
Mk. 12:16-27 14:12-14
Mlt. 22:23-33
Lk. 20:27-40
Mk. 10:23-27
Lk. 18:24-27
Mt. 19:23-26
17: 20-21
12: 56-37
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CONCLUSIONS
1. The General Trend and Emphasis of the Q Source.
In speaking of the nature of man this source holds him
to he the most valued of all creatures, one possessing a
moral freedom. Man is a spiritual being capable of producing
from the abundance of his heart a certain spiritual quality
of life which he may impart to other men.
Concerning man»s relation to God, Q is quite emphatic.
Man should be obedient to the will of God, responding to God^s
desires for man and living according to them. Man is jointly
responsible with God for his salvation, for man has the
opportunity to fulfill or refuse to fulfill the will of God.
This action is the deteimining factor in man's salvation. Thus
ma:a needs to repent for his past failures to be obedient to
God s will and so live as to prove that his repentance is
genuine. In addition to this, man should live with complete
faith and trust in this God whom he obeys.
In dealing with man's relation to Jesus 0 again
emphasizes man's joint responsibility for his salvation. He
is held responsible for accepting and following Jesus regard-
less of the cost. This is a requirement to fulfill one's
sonship to God.
The Q source says that the purpose of man on earth is
to make the best possible use of his life. And this means
living with a singleness of purpose in serving God, Here
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again emphasis is placed upon man’s doing the will of God
in order that he may fulfill his purpose on earth and achieve
his sonship to God.
This source emphasizes the idea that man’s relations
with others should be based not on hate and retribution but
on love. The practical working out of this ideal involves
repeated forgiveness of those who sin against you and repent,
refraining from judging others and being willing to settle
out of court. Somewhat on the negative side of man’ s relations
to others is the statement that he who has divorced and re-
married commits adultery.
Concerning the destiny of man, Q, speaks of a final day
of judgment when there will be punishment or destruction for
the following: those who have lived evil and unproductive
lives, those who have not repented and turned to do the will
of God, those who have been selfish and satisfied with their
earthly bounty, those who have been blasphemers of the Holy
Spirit, those who have caused others to stumble, those who
have been mere pretenders of righteousness, those who are not
ready for the last days, and those who are not peacemakers.
On the other hand this final judgment holds reward and admit-
tance into the kingdom for: those who have repented and done
the will of God, those who have always sought the kingdom,
those who have done good, those who have been waiting for the
last days and those who have been peacemakers.
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One can see from this summary that the general trend
of the Q source is to elevate man as a potential Son of God,
and to place upon him repeatedly the responsibility for doing
the will of God in all his relationships, thus fulfilling his
potentiality.
2. The Specific Contributions of the Q Source.
By specific contributions the author means those ideas
which a particular source alone contributes to our concept
of the doctrine of man.
In the passages of Q, concerning the nature of man there
is a statement that he is evil. "If you then, who are evil,
know how to give good gifts to your children, how much more
will your Father who is in heaven give good things to those
who ask him?" (Mt. 7:11, Lk. 11:13) This does not say that
man is born evil. In its context it seems to say that nan
who struggles to be good and do the will of God and yet fails
is evil in comparison to the all-perfect love and goodness
of God. It is also from Q, that we gain the idea that man must
be a apiritual being for Jesus says he needs spiritual as well
as physical nourishment. (Mt. 4:4, Lk. 4:4) And finally this
source helps us to understand that the soundness or singleness
of man’s sight and insight determines the quality of his life.
(Lk. 11:34-36, Mt. 6:22-23)
Under the heading of the relation of man to God, Q is
the exclusive source of the idea that man will know God
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through Jesus and that by accepting Jesus he will be accepted
by God. (Mt. 11:27, etc.) Q, also reveals the fact that man
may come into a closer relationship with Gtod through the Holy
Spirit. (Lk. 12:10-12) One also finds tliis source quite
adequately stating an idea which the others imply; that is
that man should respond to God’s invitation to the kingdom
and accept God as his father. (Lk. 7:29-30, Lk. 14:16-24)
Man is then urged to be faithful to God in being prepared
and watching for the coming of his kingdom. (Lk. 12:35-46)
0, makes no distinctive contribution concerning the
relation of man to Jesus. The one unique idea regarding man’s
purpose is that he should strive for the perfection of God.
(Mt. 5:44-48, Lk. 6:27-28) This has been an important ideal
in Christian teaching and one which has always kept the
Christian’s goal set high.
In the field of man’s relationship to others, Q, puts
forth the significant thought that man should not Judge that
he be not judged. (Mt. 7:1-5; Lk. 6:37-38, 41-42) Added
to this is the idea that man should come to a settlement with
his opponent outside of court. (Mt. 5:25-26; Lk. 12:58-59)
Q’ s single contribution under the heading of man’s
destiny is quite similar to its contribution concerning man’s
relation to God, namely—that man is destined to be acknowledged
or denied before God in accordance with his acknowledgment or
denial of Jesus. (Mt. 10:32-33; Lk. 12:8-9)
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3. The General Trend and Jknphasis of the Marcan Source.
Mark stresses the value of human life, particularly its
value when it has been lost and then is found by God. The
value of this life is enhanced with the emphasis on man’s
potentiality of eternal life or eternal punishment. This
source^ along with L gives us the component parts of a man* s
life through which he may ezpress his love for God, and for
man.
Mark as Q,, in dealing with man’s relation to God, feels
that man should: be obedient to the will of God, repent and
so live as to prove his repentance genuine, and live with
absolute faith and trust in God. Here again one finds the
feeling that man shares a responsibility for his salvation
and that he must live according to God’ s will to achieve
sonship.
In regard to man’s relationship to Jesus the Marcan
trend is similar to that of Q, but with stronger emphasis.
Man is held responsible for accepting and following Jesus
regardless of the cost. And he is further reminded that
rejection will mean punishment while discipleship will mean
eventual sonship. Accepting, for this source, means accepting
the life of Jesus as offered as a ransom.
In the Marcan sections dealing with man’s purpose on
earth the emphasis is similar to that of Q. Man should make
the best possible use of his life which means doing the will
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of God, trustfully accepting the kingdom of God, and bringing
others into it. Here as before the responsibility for acknow-
ledging and following God lies with man.
The Marcan source is exceedingly weak in discussing
man’s relationship to other men. The strongest point is a
definition of greatness as service to one’s fellowmen and
being humble in his relations with them. Man is also held
responsible to his corporate society. And if he divorces and
remarries he commits adultery.
The Marcan source on the other hand, has numerous
comments on the destiny of man. Like Q, it stresses a final
judgment with punishment or destruction for those who have
failed to do the will of God, have lived evil lives, blasphemed
the Holy Spirit or acted as stumbling blocks for others. But
this final judgment means reward, namely, being raised from
the dead, receiving eternal life and being taken into the
kingdom, for those who have done the will of God, followed
Christ, endured earthly tribulation, aided the followers of
Christ, oared for the needy, practiced true humility and
served others.
From this summary it appears that the general emphasis
of the Marcan Source is quite similar to that of Q. It
elevates man, though not quite as emphatically as Q, making
him of great value to his maker. It also places upon man
the responsibility for following the will of God in all his
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actions in order to aciiieve sonship and eternal life,
4, The Specific Contributions of the Marcan Source.
When the Marcan Source deals with the nature of man it
reveals one instance in which Jesus was holding to the Jewish
concept that man’s illness or disease is connected with his
sin. However, he is here involved in a dispute with the
scribes concerning authority and he says to them, ”lf/hich is
easier, to say to the paralytic, ’Your sins are forgiven,*
or to say ’Rise, take up your pallet and walk’?". (Mk. 2:9)
Therefore since our only record of his connecting sin and
disease is the one time he is meeting the scribes on their
own ground, we can not clearly say that Jesus held this
Jewish concept. This source also tells us that it is the
nature of man to put his trust in wealth rather than God
and that when he does so he no longer has control over his
salvation which then lies with God. (Mk. 10:25-27) God
alone is able to break that hold which the love of wealth
has upon man. The most important contribution of Mark at
this point is the emphatic proclamation that the life of a
man is worth more than the world. Mark, therefore, runs
contrary to the Jewish belief that man is of lesser
importance than established institutions. (Mk. 3:35-37,
Mk. 3:4-5, Mk. 2:27)
This source contains three ideas concerning man’s
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relation to God. Here one gains the idea that man receives
forgiveness from the Father as he himself has a forgiving
spirit toward his fellow men. (Mk. 11:25) Mark 3:53-35
reveals the fact that all men are potentially sons of God.
And thirdly, the best way to fulfill this potentiality is for
man to follow the greatest commandment and love God with all
his being. (Mk. 12:29-30)
On the subject of man’s relation to Jesus one learns
two unique things from Mark. First that Jesus offered man
his ministry and iiis life as a ransom for them, (Mk. 10:45)
And secondly that man may nourish his fellowship with Jesus
by partaking of the elements of the Last Supper "in remembrance"
of Jesus’ life and ministry.
Regarding man’s purpose on earth, this source tells us
that man is to receive the kingdom with the pure and simple
trust and humility of a child. (Mk. 10:15) He is also to
bring others into this kingdom of God. (Mk. 1:17)
In the field of man’ s relation to others the Marcan
source has very few comments, but it does make one unique end
significant contribution. It reveals Jesus’ belief that man
owes some responsibility to the corporate organization of
society of which he is a member, (Mk. 12:13-17) This is
particularly significant for our highly complex and inter-
dependent life today.
Finally concerning destiny this source makes the same
contribution it did concerning the nature of man. Man, if
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he places his trust in riches, is destined to he dependent
upon God’s generosity for salvation. (Mk. 10:23-27)
5. The General Trend and Emphasis of the L Source.
The Lucan source portrays the nature of man in much the
same light as did Q and Mark. Man is the greatest of all
creatures for he possesses a moral freedom, the potentiality
of eternal life or eternal punishment, and the potentiality
of the kingdom. Man is of such value to his maker that when
he becomes lost God searches for him. This source also lists
the component parts of man’s life which may be developed in
love and service to God and man.
The L source touches but briefly on man’s relation to
God and yet it mentions the seemingly major issues. It is
stated that man should obey the will of God and live with
faith and trust in his maker. He should not strive for the
material wealth of life but become rich in those things
pleasing to God, such as love, persistence, humility and
praise.
The only comment of the L source on man’ s relationship
to Jesus is that those who do not renounce all they have
can not be his disciples.
L relates the major purposes of man on earth which
are; to make the best possible use of his life, and to live
with a singleness of purpose in serving God without anxiety
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for material fortunes
The general emphasis on man’s relation to others is
placed upon a relationship of love not of hate. This means
also that man should serve his fellow men end be humble
before them; and that he should share his plenty with the poor.
L like Q and Mark stresses the idea that man is destined
to a final judgment. This will mean punishment or destruction
for the following: those who have lived evil lives and have
not repented, and those who have been arrogant and satisfied
with their earthly rev/ards. But there will be rewards,
eternal life and resurrection, for the following: those who
have repented and lived good lives, those who have been
seeking the kingdom, those who have followed Christ and en-
dured tribulation and those who have been humble servants
of others, sharing their goods with the needy.
This source places the same general emphasis upon the
doctrine of man as did Q, and Mark. It deals briefly with
some ideas but still covers in general the main issues
considered by the others. Man is given great value as a
potential son of God; and then is urged to live up to these
great possibilities within him in all that he does.
6. The Specific Contributions of the L Source.
Concerning man’s nature and his destiny L reveals this
one significant truth, that man has the potentiality of the
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kingdom of God within himself and he is destined to find it.
It is concerning the relationship of man to God that L
has several unique contributions to make. First of all in
the parable of the prodigal son one finds the great truth of
God’s love and his continual desire to welcome back those of
his children who have strayed from his ways, if only they will
see their mistakes and arise and return to him asking for-
giveness and another chance to live as his sons.
.
(Lk. 15:11-32)
One also learns from this source alone that man’s love toward
God merits forgiveness (Lk. 7:47), that his persistent pleas
to God will gain results (Lk. 18;l-8a), that God desires
man’s praise and glory (Lk. 17:11-19), and that man will be
humbled when he exalts himself and exalted when he humbles
himself. (Lk. 18:9-14 etc.)
L makes no individual contribution on the subjects of
the relationship of man to Jesus or the purpose of man on
earth.
In regard to the relationship of man to others the L
soiirce has two unique additions. It is stated that man
should try to bring sinful men into the ways of God.
(19:1-10) And it is suggested that man properly use his
wealth and opportunities here on earth in doing good and
making friends. (16:1-9)
7. The General Trend and Emphasis of the M Source.
This source like the other three has an elevated concept
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of the nature of man. It portrays man as the most elevated
of creatures, possessing a moral freedom and the potentiality
of eternal life. Christian man also possesses a certain
spiritual quality of life which he may impart to other men.
The general trend of ideas in the M source concerning
man*s relationship to God is that he should repent and he
obedient to the v^lll of God and call Him alone, "Father”.
The M source has some clear passages on man* s relation-
ship to Jesus. Man is told that he will be punished if he
rejects or persecutes Jesus and he will be rewarded if he
becomes his disciple. Furthermore he may enhance his relation-
ship with the Master by doing good deeds for others and
receiving them in his name.
M emphasizes the major ideas as found in the other
sources, regarding man* s purpose on earth, Man is to make
the best possible use of his life; which means living with a
singleness of purpose in serving God and doing his will,
thus advancing toward the kingdom.
Concerning man* s relationship to others this source
states that they should be based not on hate but on love,
and that this relationship is determined by his inner thoughts
as well as his outward actions. This love is to work itself
out in such actions as forgiving those who have sinned and
repented, and helping those in need, Man is also to
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recognize evil men and refrain from follov-ing them. Finally,
adultery is eonnnitted by a divorced man who remarries.
M presents the same general emphasis as the other
three sources regarding man’s destiny. Man is destined to
a final judgment. This will mean punishment and even destruc-
tion for those who have lived evil lives refusing to repent
and do the will of God, those who have been satisfied with
their earthly rewards and are not watching and ready for the
final days, and those who have pretended righteousness. But
there will be great rewards, even eternal life and the kingdom
for those who have repented and lived good lives after the
will of God, those who have been seeking the kingdom and are
waiting and ready for it, those v/ho have followed Jesus and
endured persecution, those w'ho have been peacemakers.
The M source reveals the same general emphasis on the
doctrine of man as do the other three sources. Man is the
most elevated of creatures and God expects him to live
according to his will in all that he does in order that man
may inherit the kingdom and eternal life.
8. The Specific Contribution of the M Source.
M has no unique contribution to make on the nature of
man.
In regard to man’s relation to God, this source has
four additions to make to our knowledge. Man is to call no •
one ’’Father" except God. (Mt. £3:9) When man swears by
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heaven he swears by God. (Mt. £3:2£) Perhaps of more
importance is the idee that man sho\ild do his acts of right-
eousness in secret in order to be rewarded by God who sees
in secret. (Mt. 6:1-16) And men is taught here not to
begrudge the generosity of God who may reward equally those
of long or brief service in the kingdom. (Mt. 20:1-16)
The very significant fact which M reveals concerning
man’s relation to Jesus is that Jesus promised his spiritual
presence to his followers after his death. (Mt. 18:19-20,
28: 20b) Perhaps this promise coupled with the resurrection
is one of the most significant factors in o\ir Christian
religion.
The M source alone states that the purp'ose of men on
earth is to do all within his power to gain the kingdom of
heaven. (Mt. 15:44-46) Jesus often stated this indirectly
but we have only this one direct statement in parable fonn.
This source makes three contributions to our concept
of the relation of man to others. It reveels a warning to
man not to pour out the things which are holy to him before
those who are not sympathetic or mil not try to be. (Mt. 7:6)
Again man is urged not to swear by things but to make his word
itself good in dealings with others. (Mt. 5:55-37) And
finally there is set forth the idea that man’s real relation-
ship with others is determined not so much by his outw'ard
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action as by his inner thoughts, (Mt. 5:27-28, 23:27-28)
It will be noticed that all three of these passages contain
an inner spiritual emphasis.
In regard to man* s destiny M adds one quite significant
idea. Namely, that man is destined to be condemned or
justified by his words. (Mt. 12:36-37) This statement is
made by Jesus in a context in which he also says that out
of the abundance of the heart the mouth speaks. Therefore
we may say he believed it was the inner man who is really
behind the words that bring condemnation or justification.
It is worth noting that these unique contributions
of M contain on the whole more of an inner spiritual
emphasis than is true of the other sources. They have un-
doubtedly been influential in our understanding of Jesus*
emphasis upon religion being a matter of the inner man.
9, The Resultant Doctrine of Man in the Synoptic Gospels.
a. The Nature of Man.
Man is a spiritual as well as a physical being. There-
fore, he stands continually in need of spiritual and physical
nourishment. In his restatement of the greatest commeindment
Jesus enumerated the component parts of man*s nature. The
life of man consists of heart, soul, mind, spirit, and body
or flesh. It is through these parts of mem’s nature that he
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may grow in wisdom, in stature, and in favor with God and
his fellow men. There is then something of both the divine
and the human in man.
Jesus makes only one statement concerning man’s being
evil. He does not state that he was born evil but rather
implies that in comparison with the perfection of God he is
evil. From this and other Synoptic estimates of man one
may conclude that these records hold man to have been born
not evil but in the image of God.
_
The evil aspects in the nature of man enter in when he
begins to exercise his moral freedom. If he chooses to
follow the will of God then great light and purpose will fill
his life and from this abundance he will begin to live as a
son of God. But if he chooses w'ays contrarj^ to God’s will
then a darkness will fill his life end from this abundance
he will begin to live a life of evil and futility.
The nature of man has within it the potentiality of
either eternal life or eternal punishment. The kingdom of
God is within men and it is his if he will but discover and
achieve it. Failing this, however, he achieves eternal
punishment.
The records have only one instance of Jesus connecting
illness with sin as did the Hebrews. It is quite logical
that Jesus knowing the close relationship of the physical
and spiritual man saw occasions when the illness of men was
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a result of his spiritual delinquencies. One must not then
overlook this interacting relationship between the spiritual
and physical in the nature of man. One must, on the other
hand, be cautious about assuming, on the basis of this one
incident, that Jesus connected all suffering with sin.
Christian man possesses a certain spiritual quality
of life which if properly used can influence others to
follow in the ways of God.
Man may become so enamored of wealth that his moral
freedom is no longer capable of rescuing him from placing
his complete trust in riches. When man reaches such a state
he no longer has any ability to aid in his salvation which
then lies entirely with God.
Finally, man is the supreme creature. God considers his
life to be of greater worth than that of any other creature,
or institution or the whole world. So great is man’s value
to his maker that God will go in search for him when he has
been lost or has strayed. And God rejoices greatly when he
is found.
b. The Relation of Man to God.
Man must come to God in a spirit of repentance. Having
repented for his past failures he must then respond favorably
to God’s invitation to the kingdom and sonship. All men
receive this invitation because they are all potentially sons
of God. Through this invitation man is given the responsi-
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bility of sharing in his salvation. However, the weight
of this responsibility proves too great for many because it
involves moral obedience to the v/ill of God. This demand
for obedience to his will is the most stringent requirement
God places upon man, ard none but Jesus have ever been able
to live up to it completely.
If man is to be a worthy son he should live with
complete faith and trust in God. This is the spirit which
will give man strength, confidence and power to build his
life as God would have him. And it will relieve man of his
fears, anxieties and desires for wurldly wealth.
Man may trxily come to know God through his Son. And
by accepting and following Jesus he will be accepted by God.
Man may also come into a closer relationship with his maker
through the Holy Spirit which represents the Father and the
Son.
Man’s relation with God shoijld go beyond mere obedience,
he should love God with all his being. And he will discover
that this love has merited for him God’s forgiveness. He
will find God’s forgiveness forthcoming at other times also
when he has been forgiving toward his fellow men.
Man should be persistent in his relationship with his
Creator. He should persist in his petitions to God, and he
should persist and be faithful in his watching for the kingdom.
God rewards this quality in the character of man.
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All men are potentially sons of God. And God f>,dll
always be found ready to welcome any of bis children who have
gone astray and sinned, when, upon realizing their mistakes,
they have arisen and returned to him asking forgiveness and
another chance to live as his sons.
Man should give glory and praise to God for his goodness.
He should live humbly before God; for God will exalt the
humble but he will humble the exalted. Thus it is that man
should praise and not begrudge the generosity of God, who
may if he wishes revirard equally those of long or very brief
service in the kingdom..
Finally man must do his acts of righteousness in secret
for God sees and rewards such acts, not those done for
publicity purposes.
c. The Relation of Man to Jesus.
Man in his working with God tov/ard his salvation is
just as responsible for accepting and following Jesus as he
is for doing the will of God. This is not an easy task and
the cost is great. However, man is responsible for accepting
and following Jesus regardless of the cost, and he will be
rewarded if he is faithful in his discipleship. On the other
hand if he rejects or persecutes Jesus he will be punished.
Man may enhance his relationship with the Master by
doing good deeds for others and receiving others in his name.
This is putting one’s discipleship into action.
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Jesus in urging his disciples to give service to others
points to his oym life which had been spent in ministry for
them and which was to be given a ransom for many.
Jesus promised all his followers that his spiritual
presence would be with them after his death. Man may nourish
his fellowship with the spiritual presence of the Master by
partaking of the elements of the Last Supper "in remembrance"
of Jesus.
d. The Purpose of Man on Earth.
The Synoptic records state that man’s purpose is to make
the best possible use of his life. This means that he is to
live with a singleness of purpose in serving God end doing
his will. Thus it is man’s purpose to strive for the
perfection of God. Jesus set this purpose before man knowing
that in the striving he would be growing toward another goal,
entrance into the kingdom.
It is the purpose of man to receive the kingdom of God
with the pure and simple trust and humility of a child. But
man’s purpose extends beyond himself, for he is also to bring
others into the kingdom.
e. The Relation of Man to Other Men.
The most basic and far-reaching idea that these records
set before us is the teaching that man’s relationship with
others should be based not upon hate and retribution but upon
love. This love should manifest itself in the following ways:
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helping those who have sinned against you as often as they
repent, coming to a settlement with one’s opponents outside
of court, refraining from judging one’s fellow men, serving
others and being humble in one’ s relations with them, and
making proper use of wealth and opportunities in doing good
and making friends here on earth.
Since man is a spirituod as well as a physical being,
his real relationship with others is revealed as much by his
inner thoughts as by his outward actions.
If a man severs his bond of marriage with a woman and
then marries again he commits adultery.
When man’s relationship with his fellow men as a whole
is considered, he is found to bear some responsibility to
the corporate organization of society of which he is a
member.
Man should refrain from swearing by things and should
make his word itself stand good in his dealings with others.
Man should try to bring sinful men into the ways of God.
Yet he must also be careful not to pour out those things
which are holy to him before those who are not sympathetic
or will not try to be.
f. The Destiny of Man.
Man is destined to a final judgment. This judgment will
m.ean punishment and possibly destruction for such as the
following: those who have refused to repent and do the will
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of God and therefore have had evil and unproductive lives,
those who have been satisfied with their earthly rewards and
have not so\jight after the kingdom or been prepared for the
final days, those who have blasphemed the Holy Spirit, those
who have been a cause of temptation and stumbling for others,
and those who have pretended to be righteous and were not.
This judgment, however, will mean rewards of sonship to God,
admittance into the kingdom, resurrection and eternal life
for such as the following: those who have repented and
followed the will of God thus living righteous and fruitful
lives, those who have been followers of Jesus and have endured
the tribulation resulting from this discipleship, those who
have sought the kingdom and are watching and ready for it,
those who have been peacemakers and have loved their enemies,
end those who have aided the followers of Jesus and have been
humble servants of others.
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APPENDIX I
Pauline and Synoptic References to the Doctrine of Man in
John Calvin’s Institutes of the Christian Relip;ion
BOOK I
Chapter III. The mind of man naturally endued vd.tb
the knowledge of God.
No. of references
in Pauline and
Book Synoptic hooks
Romans 1
Chapter IV. This knowledge extinguished or corrupted
partly by ignorance, partly by wickedness
Romans 1
II Tim. 1
Gal. 1
Eph. 1
Chapter XV. The state of man at his creation; the
faculties of the soul, the Divine image,
free-will, and the original purity of
his nature.
II Cor. 8
I Cor. 1
Col. 1
Eph. 1
Luke 2
Mt. 2
BOOK II
Chapter I. The fall and defection of Adam, the cause
of the curse inflicted on ell mankind, and
of the degeneracy from their primitive
condition. The doctrine of original sin.
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Book
No. of references
in Pauline and
Synoptic hooks
Romans g
1^) 11
. 4
I Cor. 1
Chapter II. Man in his present state despoiled of his
freedom of will, and subjected to a
miserable slavery.
Romans 4
I Cor. 4
II Cor, 3
Col. 2
PMl. 2
Eph, 1
Mt. 1
Chapter III. Everything that proceeds from the corrupt
nature of man worthy of condemnation.
I Cor. 4
Phil, 4
Eph. 3
Romans 2
II Cor. 2
Mt. 2
Luke 1
Chapter IV. The operation of God in the hearts of men.
II Cor, 1
Eph. 1
II Thes. 1
Chapter V. A refutation of the objections commonly
Romans 5
I Cor. 4
II Cor. 3
Eph. 2
I Thes. 2
II Thes. 1
Gal. 1
I Tim. 1
Titus 1
Luke 1
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Chapter VI. Redemption for the lost man to he sought
in Christ.
Book
No. of references
in Pauline and
Synoptic hooks
Eph.
Romans
I Cor.
Gal.
Col.
2
1
1
1
1
Mt. 1
Chapter VII. The law given not to confine the ancient
people to itself, hut to encourage their
hope of salvation in Christ, till the
time of his coining.
Gal.
Romans
II Cor.
Col.
Eph.
I Tim.
8
7
2
2
1
1
Mt.
L\jke
3
1
Chapter VIII. An exposition of the moral law.
Romans
I Cor.
Col.
Gal.
Eph.
I Tim.
II Cor.
9
7
3
2
2
2
1
Mt.
Luke
BOOK III
14
2
Chapter XXI. Eternal election, or God’s predestination
of some to salvation, and of others to
destruction.
Romans 1
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Chapter XXII, Testimonies of scripture in confirmation
of this doctrine.
No. of references
in Pauline and
Boohs Synoptic books
Romans 8
Eph. 3
II Tim. 2
Col, 1
Titus 1
Chapter XXIII. A refutation of the calumnies generally,
but unjustly, urged against this doctrine.
Romans 7
Eph. 3
Gal. 2
I Cor. 1
Col. 1
I Thes. 1
I Tim. 1
Mt. 2
Chapter XXIV. Election confirmed by Divine call. The
destined destruction of the reprobate
procured by themselves.
Romans 10
Eph, 6
I Cor. 4
Phil. 2
I Tim. 1
II Tim. 1
Mt. 7
Luke 2
Chapter XXV. The final resurrection.
I Cor. 15
Romans 8
II Cor. 7
Phil. 6
Col . 4
I Thes. 3
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No. of references
in Pauline and
Synoptic books
II Thes. 3
I Tim. 3
Eph. 2
Gal. 1
I Tim. 1
Titus 1
Mt. 11
Luke 3
Mark 1
Final tabulation shows each book having the follovdng
number of references:
Romans 73
I Cor. 42
Eph. 32
II Cor. 27
Gal. 16
Col. 15
Phil. 14
I Tim. 7
II Tim. 7
I Thes. 6
II Thes. 5
Titus 3
247 Total Pauline references
Mt.
Luke
Mark
43
12
_1
56 Total Synoptic references
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APPENDIX II
I. Q, as recoustructed by Thomas Manson, Parentheses indicate
doubt.
LUKE
3:7-9, 15, 17,
4:1-13.
6: 20-49
.
7:(l-6a), 6b-9 (10), 18-35,
9:57-62.
10:2,3,8-16,21-24.
11:9-26, (27-28), 29-36,
(37-41), 42-52.
12: (1), 2-12, 22-34,
(35-38), 39-46, (47-50),
51-59,
13:18-30, 34,35,
14:15-24, 26, 27, (34, 35),
16:13, 16-18,
17:1-6, 22-37,
II. L as reconstructed by Major
indicate doubt.
LUKE
1:1-30.
2:1-52.
3:10-14, 23-28.
7:11-17, 36-50.
8:1-3,
9:51-56.
10:1, 4-7, 17-20, 25-42.
11: (1-4), 5-8, 37-41,
53-54.
12: (1), 13-21.
13:1-17, (31-33).
14:1-4, (5), 6-14, 23-33.
MATTHEW
3: 7-12.
4:1-11.
5:1-4, 6, 11, 12,
(13, 15, 18), 25-26,
39, 40, 42, (44-48).
6:22-33.
7:1-5, 7-12, 16-20, (21),
24-
27.
8:5-13, 19-22.
Q •
10: (15-16), (24-25a),
26-39, (40).
11:2-13, 16-19, 20-24,
25-
27.
12:22-30, 32-35, 38-45.
13:16-17, 31-33.
15:14.
18:6-7.
22 :
(
1-10 ).
P'7. '7f7_'7Q
24:26-28) 37-41, 43-51.
and Manson. Parentheses
16:1-12, 14-15, 19-31.
17:7-21.
18:1-14.
19:1-27, 39-44.
21:12-15, 18-26, 28,
34-36.
22:24-33, 35-38, 43, 44,
49-51
.
23:4-6, 27-31, 34-46,
48, 56.
24:10-12, 13-32, 35-53.
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III, M as reconstructed by Major and Manson. Parentheses
indicate doubt,
MATTHEW
2:1-23.
3:13-15.
4:13-16.
5: (5), 7-10, (13-24).
27-37, 41, (43-48).
6:1-21, 34.
7:6, 13-15, (21),
22-23, 28-29.
9 : 27—34.
10: 5-8, *(9-16), (23-25)
(40-42)
.
11:1, 14-15, 28-30.
12:5-7, 11-12, (34a),
36-37.
13:24-30, 36-53.
14: 28-31.
15:12-13, 22-25.
16: (2-3), 17-19.
17:20, 24-27.
18:10-12, 14-35.
19:1, 3-12, 23.
20:1-16.
21:14-16, 28-32, 43.
22: (1-10), 11-14, (40)
23:1-13, (14), 15-36.
24:1-12, 30a.
25:1-13, 14-46.
27:3-10, 19, 24-25,
51b-53, 62-66.
28:1-3, 11-15, 16-20.
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ABSTRACT
The problem is to discover what the Synoptic Gospels
tell us about man and to determine the particular emphases
of the sources from which the gospels were compiled.
The work is limited to the Gospels According to
Matthew, Mark, and Luke, omitting John. Using the "Pour
Document Hypothesis" of B.H. Streeter the teachings are
classified under the sources from which they are derived.
These sources are Q, Mark, L, and M. This study used as
a definition of these sources, the canonical Mark, and
Thomas Manson's reconstructions of Q, L, and M. The Doc-
trine of Man is defined in this dissertation as those ideas
or principles which Jesus held and set forth, according to
the Synoptic Gospels, concerning man. These ideas are
grouped under the following six chapter headings:
I. The Nature of Man.
II. The Relation of Man to God.
III. The Relation of Man to Jesus
.
IV. The Purpose of Man on Earth.
V. The Relation of Man to Other Men.
VI. The Destiny of Man.
In each chapter the ideas are discussed under the
heading of the source from which they came. Each chapter
is concluded with a tabulation showing the combined tea-
chings on that one idea and the sources from which they
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were derived.
A comparison of the teachings of the four sources
shows that these sources have the same general emphases
on the Doctrine of Man. Man as a potential Son of God
is elevated above all other creatures. Jesus repeatedly
places upon him the responsibility of doing the V/ill of
God in all his relationships in order that he may achieve
his potentiality of sonshlp and inherit eternal life.
The basic conclusions of this study may best be
presented under the chapter headings:
I. The Nature of Man.
Man is a spiritual as well as a physical being.
Since there is something of both the divine and
the human in man he stands continually in need of
spiritual and physical nourishment.
Jesus' only statement concerning man's being evil
does not say that he was born evil but rather im-
plies that in comparison with the perfection of God
he is evil. From this and other Synoptic estimates
of man one may conclude that these records hold man
to have been born not evil but in the image of God.
The evil aspects in the nature of man enter in when
he begins to exercise his moral freedom in following
or rejecting the Will of God.
The nature of man has within it the potentiality
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of either eternal life or eternal punishment. The
kingdom of God is within man and it is his if he
will but discover and achieve it. Failing this,
however, he achieves eternal punishment.
Finally, man is the supreme creature. God con-
siders his life to be of greater worth than that of
any other creature or institution or the whole world.
So great is man’s value to his Maker that God will
go in search of him when he has been lost or has
strayed. And God rejoices greatly when he is found.
II. The Relation of Man to God.
Man must come to God in a spirit of repentance.
Having repented for his past failures he must then
respond favorably to God's invitation to the king-
dom and sonshlp. All men receive this invitation
because they are all potentially sons of God. Through
this invitation man is given the responsibility of
sharing in his salvation. However, the weight of this
responsibility proves too great for many because it
Involves moral obedience to the Will of God.
If man is to be a worthy son he should live with com-
plete faith and trust in God and love toward Him. This
is the spirit which will give man strength, confidence
and power to build his life as God would have him.
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Man may truly come to know God through the accep-
ting and following of his Son. He may come into
closer relationship with his Maker through the Holy
Spirit.
The God portrayed in the Synoptics will always be
found ready to welcome any of his children who have
gone astray and sinned, when, upon realizing their
mistakes, they have arisen and returned to him
asking forgiveness and another chance to live as
his sons.
Man should live humbly before his God, and perform
his acts of righteousness in secret. Man should al-
ways praise God and never begmdge his generosity
to others.
III. The Relation of Man to Jesus.
Man in his working with God toward his salvation
is Just as responsible for accepting and following
Jesus as he is for doing the Will of God. This re-
sponsibility must be assumed regardless of the cost
and man will be rewarded if he is faithful in his
dlscipleshlp but punished if he rejects or persecutes
Jesus. Man may enhance his relationship with the
Master by doing good deeds for others and receiving
others in his name. Jesus promised his followers
that his spiritual presence would be with them after
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his death. Man may nourish his fellowship with
this spiritual presence by partaking of the elements
of the Last Supper "In remembrance" of Jesus.
The Purpose of Man on Earth.
The Synoptic records state that man’s purpose Is to
make the best possible use of his life. This means
that he Is to live with a singleness of purpose In
serving God and doing his will. Thus It Is man’s
purpose to strive for the perfection of God. Jesus
set this purpose higher than a selfish aim, for man Is
also to bring others Into the kingdom.
The Relation of Man to Other Men.
The most basic and far reaching Idea which the Synop-
tic records set before us Is the teaching that man’s
relationship with others should be based not upon hate
and retribution but upon love. He should be honest,
kind, considerate, helpful, forgiving, and humble In
dealing with others.
Beyond this relationship to Individuals, man Is
found to bear some responsibility to the corporate
organization of society of which he Is a member.
Since man Is a spiritual as well as a physical being
his real relationship with others Is revealed as much
his Inner thoughts as by his outward actions.
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VI. The Destiny of Man.
Man Is destined to a final judgment. This Judg-
ment will mean punishment and possibly destruction
for such as the following; those who have refused
to repent and do the will of God and therefore have
had evil and unproductive lives, those who have been
satisfied with their earthly rewards aid have not
sought after the kingdom or been prepared for the
final days, those who have blasphemed the Holy Spirit,
those who have been a cause of temptation and stumbling
for others, and those who have pretended to be righteous
and were not. This judgment, however, will mean re-
wards of sonship to God, admittance into the kingdom,
resurrection and eternal life for such as the following:
those who have repented and followed the will of God thus
living righteous and fruitful lives, those who have been
followers of Jesus and have endured the tribulations re-
sulting from this dlsclpleshlp, those who have sought
the kingdom and are watching and ready for it, those
who have been peacemakers and have loved their enemies,
and those who have aided the followers of Jesus and
have been humble servants of others.
We have then altogether in the Synoptic Gospels a very
descriptive picture of man. He is a creature born with all
the potentialities to become a son of God. He is both free or
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independent and dependent. He is free to make his own
choice in life. And, yet, if he desires salvation through
God he finds himself sharing with his Maker the responsi-
bility for attaining that salvation. This goal, he finds,
may be achieved by following Jesus and striving to fulfill
the Will of God as the Son taught it. This creature of God
thus has set before him the task of becoming perfect as his
Creator. But more than this, he is also responsible for
helping others toward this goal. In fact, man’s salvation
to a very great degree is dependent upon his right relations
with his fellowmen. When man fulfills his potentialities
by achieving a right relationship with God, Jesus, and his
fellowmen then the final Judgment awaits him with the re-
ward of sonship and eternal life in the kingdom. But
when man falls to achieve these potentialities the final
Judgment awaits him with punishment.
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program at the Second Congregation Church in West Newton,
Massachusetts. On August 15, 1943 I was married to Kletia
McKinley of Kansas City, Missouri. Upon completing three
happy and profitable years in seminary I graduated from Boston
University School of Theology and received the S. T. B. degree
in June, 1945.
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I decided to continue my studying and I was aided in
th.i s by tbe Lucinda Bi dwell Beebe Fellowsbic. Tbis decision
lead to two years resident graduate work at Boston University,
working toward a Doctor of Philosophy degree in the field of
Biblical Literature. During our last three years at Boston
University I served as associate pastor of the Islington
Community Church, Islington, Massachusetts. I w^as associated
there with Dr. jidwin P. Booth who was also my major professor.
Dr. Ralph W. Decker was my second reader and acting major
professor during Dr. Booth’s sabbatical leave.
March 6, 1947 our family was happily increased by the
birth of a daughter, Diane Elizabeth. September 1947 I
began ray teaching as Instructor in Religion and Sociology
at the College of Puget Sound, Tacoma, Washington. Beginning
September 1948 I will continue this work as Assistant Professor
in these departments.
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